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T h e things that distinguish R em in g ton -U M C Big G a m e Rifles
from all others o f then class are certain fundamental refinements
invented and used exclusively by the Remington A xm s-U n ioa
M etallic Cartridge C om pany.
H i g h P o w e r S l i d e A c t i o n R e p e a t * '! with the famous R em *
ia g t o a -U M C Slide Action feature: Six shut; Hammerless-22 inch
O rd n an ce Steel Banel, patented quick-adiuitabie Straight Bar R e a l
Sight and n ew design Copper Bead F ront Sight. Cham bered for .25
R em ington. .3 0 R em ington. .32 Remington and .33 Rem ington
cartridges.
A u t o l o a d i n g R ifles— Five shot* at one loading— you simply press
the trigger for each shot.
Automatically ejects empties ana loads
tha fresh shell.
M ade with the famous Re.niiwton-UM C Solid
Branch; H oau n erlcn ; Positive Sal.' ly 1 <evice; Chambered for .2 5
Rem ington. .30 Remington, .32 Rem. ston and .35 Rem ington
cartridges— and tha new 22 calibre !v .mngton-UM C A u toload 
ing Rifle, shooting the .22 Remington Aim.load log Cartridge.
L o d e for tha dealer who display's the R ed B a ll M ark o f R em ington.
U M C . H e has these Re: l ist. o -U M C Rifles in slock n o w .
or can get llieiu lor you.
o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
n'i nt, use R em O il. the new
pow der solvent, rust
preventative, and gun
lubricant

ford, J. P. Webber and E. D. Banco dooryard on purpose to give the lad a
of Boston. Several deer were tagged good shot and to disprove the afore
to Nefw York and Philadelphia hunt mentioned yarns.
ers.
A black bear was owned by F.
W. Cole of Boston.
Fifty-five hundred salmon fingerlings
from the Enfield hatchery were shipped
D.
F. Wallace of 41 Sixth street,
Wednesday, a week, 3,000 to Bog lake,
Bangor, has just returned from a
Machias, and 2,500 to Coleback lake,
hunting trip near Macwalioc stream, Ayers Junction.
where he secured a small deer. Mr.
Wallace was accompanied by Charl'es
Floyd, Torn Keegan, and * Daniel
Charlie Pooler, the progressive man
Floyd cf Wytopitlock.
He reports
ager of the Casino alleys, Waterville,
that there are plenty of hunters but
had an interesting experience with a
few deer in that section.
partridge recently and as a result he
enjoyed a delectable partridge pie for
A.
B.'Young, a New York sports
supper that night. As Mr. Pooler ap
man who is a frequent visitor to this proached his residence on School street
section, says the Calais Times, es
that day he noticed a partridge in a
tablished a record at Great
Lake considerable state of bewilderment and
stream recently by landing a four evidently dazed by the bright sun. As
and a half pound salmon with a one he stepped nearer, the bird thrust its
ounce rod of which there are said to head under the front steps of Mr.
be only two in existence. This feat Pooler’s residence and remained in this
is said to equal the best
world’s position, evidently thinking like the
record in fly fishing.
ostrich that the hiding of his hi ad was
E.
D. Jackson and A. E. Roderick
an effectual safeguard from danger.
of Farmington passed a week . re As Mr. Pooler was looking about for
cently in camp on Alder Stream
some weapon with which to dispose of
above Eustis.
They secured many I the bird, a neighbor passed him a base
partridges.
ball bat ar.d t. e rest was easy.

Charles Kinsman and James Har
vey returned to Augusta in the for
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
mer’s automobile from a few days’
WV H r n . o » » v
New York City
-----hunting trip in the Lake Moxie re
gions.
They brought with them
Company K. Colonel John J. Doole. two fine doe and an immense buck.
of ‘Portland, Chief Ordinance office
of the Maine National Guard has
Fred Rand of Eddington brought a
gathered a very interesting col ection
alrge
deer into-Bang or Saturday sell
of the various cartridges used by
ing it to Baker’s market. Venison is
the
European
Nations
now
at
war,
to
-------------_* gether with facts about the arms in now fairly plenty in Bangor markets.
Arthur Fish and F. J. Fish of Ban
Game Warden E. W. Ward of Miil- which they are used.
The compila
lunocket has reported to the State tion was done from original research gor succeeded in getting two deer
The deer
Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries and is the most complete analysis of each near Howe Brook.
ard Game the prosecution of Pearl the various military weapons
and arrived here Saturday.
Willy of Norcross for having
one their ammunition yet made.
Any
mink in possession in closed sea fact which would be of use for com
One of the largest, red-footed black
son.
Mr. Willy apid a fine of $13. parison has been complied and the
co’ lection is an extremely instruc ducks shot this fall at Merrymeeting
tive one for those interested in mil bay was one weighing three pounds
dressed, captured by a Bath 12 yearsCapt. W. T. Pollard of Foxcroft itary shooting.
old boy, George Conway, with a 16was a visitor Thursday morning at
gauge gun Monday morning. He got
the office of the Commissioners of
Returning hunters on the trains re only this one.
Inland Fisheries and Game on mat cently into Banger included L. R.
ters of business.
Mr. Pollard iis a Robinson of Skowhegan, W. E. Smith
There are a few albino deer in al
game warden in the vicinity of Fox- of South Windham, F. C. Ward of most all parts of northern Maine, but
croft.
Watervhlle, George A. Curtis of Med it is only once in a while that a hunter
secures one with his rifle. D. Moxie
of Portland was fortunate enough to
secure one of these rare animals near
G R A N T 'S C A M P S ,
H E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Wytopitlock station the other day and
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
the carcass was shipped through Ban
Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We <* gor Friday afternoon. It was a buck,
shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
Y
and almost perfect white, except for
ED GRANT & SON CO.
*
one or two small brown spots. The
head was not as good as would be de
sired, however.
..... "'r‘ ................................................. ..........................................
"
lj;
John Bowden of Hancock, former
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B“la
|
game warden and now candidate for
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e- $>
game commissioner, was a visitor to
runtic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—A uto
$
road to camps— Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—Write for free circular.
£•; Bangor* Friday.
Mr. Bowden reports
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
:$ that he is meeting with good support
from his friends.

ALL AROUND

THE STATE

Mountain View House j
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. B 6 W L E Y ,
Mountain V i e w ,
»
*

*

Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
AS A

H U N T IN G

RESORT

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It- is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season. Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LUKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgenson
has reported to the State commission
of Inland Fisheries and Game the pros
ecution of Leo Argraves of Castle Hill
on Oct. 19 before Trial Justice Fred P.
Whitney of Presque Isle for killing one
deer on July 1st last. Mr. Argraves
was fined $20 and costs. In view of
extenuating circumstances in this case
half of the fine was suspended.
Bryan Mace of Augusta, son of Hon.
Frank E. Mace, was in Bangor last
Thursday, having shot a deer in the
northern part of the state. Mr. Mace
admitted that he was not an expert
shot by any means, having fired quite a
few cartridges before finally securing a
deer.
Talk about hunting!
Why, Bert
Clark, the 12-years old son of Allen
Clark of Foxcroft, shot a 200-pound
buck in his own dooryard. The deer,
evidently tired of hearing the yarns of
poor hunting conditions in his native
state, walked from the woods into the

BUTTERFLIES
ted fo r coHttiree.

H ighest p rices paid.

i

Outdoor
details.
D ept. 9.
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PRICF. 4 C E N T !

WM. TELL CLUB
OFF FOR HUNT
William Tell huntsmen left Lewis
ton in a private car Friday morn
ing, October 23, bound for Spencer
pond, Moosehead, the reserves of the
sporting club, famous in song and
story.
Many of the clubmen were
in the regulation green mackinaws,
and costume prescribed.
The lake will be crossed in the
afternoon, the walk-in made before
night, and the annual excursion into
the Maine woods will have begun.
From out of the city were, Henry
B. McCusker, formerly of Lewiston
of East Braintree, Mass., Dr. W. W.
Journeay of Boston, Archie Keirstand
of Gorham, N. H., George M. Parks,
and W. W. Fiske of Providence, R.
I. and Ca:pt. Pendleton cf Searsport.
Henry Estes, C. C. Wilson, Dr. E.
H. White, E. M. Lowell, R. J. Hodgsdon, George R .Hall, A. G. Staples,
M. J. Googin, H. \V. Cavanaugh of
Lewiston and Auburn made up the
party.

Augusta friends of Alphonso Mason,
the well-known Cobboeseecontee guide,
will be sorry to learn that he is ill at his
home in Wintbrop and is at present
nearly helpless so far as the use of his
legs is concerned.

Hiram Ricker of Poland Spring,
Byron Boyd of Augusta, C. L. Conant, Art Cushman, Judge Newell, Dr.
Randall and D. S. Waite were at
tlie station to give the club a
sendoff and will join the party
some time before the two weeks are
* D . F. Wallace of Bangor has just re up.
turned from a hunting trip near MacThe car was well
stocked with
wahoc stream, where he secured a food-stuffs and clothes and rifles
small deer. Mr. Wallace was accom- in charge of Ralph Cuddy, a hotel
pan ea by Charles Floyd, Tom Keegan chef from Florida who had made the
and Daniel Floyd of Wytopitlock. He trip before and knows the tastes
reports that there are plenty of hunters and appetites of the William Tell as
but few deer in that section.
he does his cook book.
He will be
assisted by two cookees who
join
him on the road.
A party of Augusta young men in
which were James Bickford, Walter
Curtis, Henry Rowe and Walter Pea
cock are at North Newry on a hunting
trip, going via Lewiston on the Grand
Trunk Railway. This is Mr. Peacock’s
first trip th the big woods and he went
specially equipped for the purpose of
bringing home a bear.

will

MAINE IS
MOVING FOWARD

Mabury Birch, who had been on a
trip to the Moosehead region in the in
terests of Boyd & Harvey, returned to
Augusta on the Tuesday night Pullman.
In speaking cf the recent snow storm
Mr. Birch said that six inches of snow
fell at Greenville and that the coming
of the snow would mean a great im
provement in hunting conditions.

Native of Maine Will Ccme Back
and Purchase Farm

Maine people do not realize how
anxious the natives cf the state are
to hear good news from home. When
a son of Maine living far away,
learns that an effort is being made
to build up the business and pros
perity of Maine, he i’s interested at
Pickerel are still reported to be bit
once and frequently offers his aid.
ing well at Cobbosseecontee in the vici
Here is a case in point,
nity of Jock stream and good hauls are
Charles B. Morse, a natiye of
occasionally made in those waters.
Royal H. Bodwellof this city and Lew- Maine, now engaged as a teacher at
visited
is Cleaves of East Winthrop were down Eleele, Hawaiian Islands,
along Jock stream Saturday and landed California in August .and while there
16 pickerel and they were good ones. came upon a copy of the Rockland
Cf course he
According to the story of one of the (Me) Courier-Gazette.
lit was a
fishermen Monday morning the picker read every lire of it.
Among the ar
el averaged about three pounds and Paper frern heme.
there was but one small fish in the lot. ticles he saw was one concerning
the Develop Maine Movement.
He
was interested and wrote the treasur
It was learned Wednesday that the er a letter asking fer further infor
He expects to come East
number of deer passing
through mation.
Oakland up to Oct. 27 this year in 1915 and will purchase a farm in
was 196 and Game Inspector Charles Cumberland cr Androscoggin counties.
W. Jones reports that to be 46 more He has sampled the living conditions
than the number in the correspond over half the earth and want® tio
come back to Maine.
ing period of 1913.
Thousands o f Maine sons and daugh
ters would come hack to Maine if
Two Portland hunters recently
they realized what Maine now has
had interesting experience's.
One
to offer in the way o f opportunities.
prominent partridge hunter went out
The day is past when Maine stood
with hiis automobile one night and still. The state is advancing and it
soon shot a partridge.
He laid it is in the country that is advancing
in the bottom of the automobile, sup that fortunes are made.
The De
posing it to be dead.
The bird ap velop Maine Movement means to tell
parently had been only stunned and the world that Maine is moving for
soon rose up and flew away.
An ward.
It will help every
man,
other hunter fired at a deer and the woman amd child who owns property
andmal staggered and ran off. When or ©aims a living in the state. You
the (hunter returned hepie he was ought to be a member.
If you are
telling hi® friends about how the not,, get in touch with the solicitor
animal acted and they went cut into in your town.
If that is not con
the woods and found the deer dead, venient send your name, address
the hunter ha/ving hit him in the and occupation with $1 to W. E.
shoulder, not knowing that it was La wry, Treasurer, Box 374, Augusta,,
a fatal shot.
Maine.
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Repeating 5&ttie
Shoots all .22 short, .22 long and
.22 long-rifle cartridges; ex
cellent for rabbits, squir
rels, hawks, crows, foxes
and all small game
a n d target work
up to 2 0 0 yards.

H ere's the betft-made
.22 rifle in the w o rld !
It’ s a take-down, convenient to carry and clean. The tool steel _
working parts cannot wear out. Its Ivory Head and Ivocky Mountain
sights are the best set ever furnished on any .22. Has lever action— like a big
game rifle; has solid top and side ejection for safety and rapid accurate firing.
Beautiful case-hardened finish and superb build and balance. Price, round barrel,
$14.50; octagon, $16.00. Ci Model 1S92, similar, but not take-down, prices, $12.1 o up.
Learn m ore about all Marlin repeater,. Send 3
stamps postage for the 128-page Marlin catalog. .

33 W illow St., New Haven, Co

land, can readily be understood. But
such being the case it. ’ S v lucky
thing that there are still some who
love the r ing of the words “ Fox
hunt,” and follow out their predelictions in such modified forms as they
find possible.
Many a town in the
Many Western Massachusetts Clubs western part of the state and quite
a few in other counties, have regu
Soon to Hold Meetings
larly organized fox hunts which take
place each fall and are attended by
Fox huentimg!
Here is a phrase to much merriment and a great deal of
conjure with.
Here are two words healthy exercise and the enoyment
C i course it is
which can be set down in a class of the open air.
with “ Spanish main,” “ Robin Hood, somewhat of a comedown from the
“ Arabian Nights,” for the sake of old-time riding hunt when it bo
the vividness with which they bring comes necessary to wait for old reya distinct picture to mind. Red coats nard to be chased past and then
booted, pot-bellied squires, clean shoot him in the neck with a shot
But if any think that
limbed, dock-tailed bay hunting nags, gun or rifle.
rosy-cheeked
grooms,
short-haired there is a lack of sportsmanship in
white hounds with great
irregular such a method, it must be remem
brown blotches on their coats, roaist bered that to-day the fox is not nur
beef, mugs of foaming ale, church tured for the sake of the hunt but
warden pipes, roaring fires and boldy considered somewhat of a pest by
buxom serving wenches-'-all
these, the rural communities whose inhabi
are they not in the picture painted tants are rather glad to get rid of
by these magic words come down to him.
Nevertheless the fox enjoys state
us from the days when gout and
good round oaths were as fashionabl protection from hunting in this state
as are appendicitis and the one- during seven months of the year,
step of to-day?
Are they not, in and is lawful game for hunters only
deed!
In the mere wtrds alone one during the five months
beginning
tSo it is during this
can hear the crisp notes of the October 1.
huntsman’s horn, the
beating of month and the next that the regular-,
hoofs, and yelping of the pack; one ly organized annual bunts are held,
months a
can feel the keen a r sweeping a- although in the winter
cross liis face and through his hair, number of hunters, alone or in pairs
and the rise, poise, drop, jounce, as or threes, go out to get a brush or
his mount clears the fence and ditch put an end to depredations on certa n
preparatory to dashing off, aband chicken roosts in which they have
oned and w Id with eagerness, across an interest.
It is to the credit of
the stubble field beyond.
Such, one Massachusetts fox hunters that they
imagines, must have been the favor have a high reputation for letting
ed sport of those light-hearted, care the red-coated marauder alone dur
free old gallants of Merrie England ing the seven months when the state
in the pre-industrial days which can law bids them keep bands off. The
never by any chance come back.
fact that lie is no good to eat at
That the old-time picturesqueness i any time and that pelts are good
of the English fox hunt is next to only during the cool and cold weath
impossible in present-day New Eng er, may be in part responsible for

JOYS OF FOX
[HUNTING

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.
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this, but that is no good reason for j 10. Handlers shall at all times
detracting from the honor of those be under the control of the master
of hounds, aiid shall obey his orders.
Who hunt.
It iis customary for fox hunters to After the cast off they may urge on
make trips into the woods during the their hounds with tlieir voices only,
closed season to “ spot” their quarry, ; provided they do net interfere with
and make mental notes of liis where-! an opponent’s hounds to their disad
The entries of anyone so
a.bouts that come in handy when the i vantage.
actual hunting season arrives. This interfering shall be disqualified.
is done, however, with almost all
11. The derby shall be started be
kinds of game, and is responsible for fore the all-age.
Both stakes shall
most of the deer killed during the be run till the judges are ready to
first days of the season when that give their decision.
animal is fair prey.
Many hunters
12. The bounds in the all-age
have already been out to the places
stake may be divided into two packs,
where they had seen foxes
during
if the officers^of the club deem it
the closed season, and some of them
advisable. If so divided these packs
have succeeded in bagging their
shall be run as one pack, till the
game.
The fact that the
(pas'
first and second days of the trials.
week or so has been very dry is un
In the evening of the first day the
favorable to fox hunters,
for a
judges shall post the names of the
soon as the leaves and grass dry
hounds in each pack that they wish
the strong scent vanishes with the
to see run on the second day.
In
moisture. This makes it necessary to
the evening of the second day, the
put in any real efforts during the
judges shall post the names of the
early hours of the day before the sun
hounds they wish to see run on the
has dried off all of the dew.
third day.
Thereafter the hounds
In Belcbertowm, in Westfield, and
shall be run as one pack, till the
in a number of other communities in
judges make tire awards.
this general neighborhood, are 'reg
13. No person shall attempt to in
ularly organized fox hunts which as
semble each fall, make their kills fluence a judge either before, during
Anyone so doing
and enjoy two or three days of good or after a race.
fellowship attended by the best kind shall be expelled from the club.
of appetites and plenty of
good
food with which to satisfy
them.
Another famous fox hunting club is
the Brunswick foxhound club, which
will hold its 26th annual
foxhound
field trails and its 10th annual bench
show during the coming week at
Medfield.
The field trails at Medfield are open to all Ajmerican and
English foxhounds and harriers, and
two stakes will be run, a derby and
an all-age.
The derby comes to
morrow and the alhage run on Tues
day.
The interesting running rules
of the Brunswick foxhound
club
are as follow s:—
1. Entries in the all-age and der
by stakes must be made in the name
of the owner on the evening pre
ceding the starting of the stake in
question.
2. When an entry is once made
withdrawal for any cause can only
be made with the consent of the
master of hounds and president, and
will cause forfeiture of entrance fees.
3. The name, markings,
age,
strain, sire, dam, and sex o f each
hound entered shall be carefully re
corded, together with the name of
the owner, and these must be noted
by the secretary in the report o f the
trials.

14. Hounds thrown out in the
start shall be noted and given due
credit when they get in, or start
and run another fox.
Should there
be a division into several packs, the
judges must divide themselves ac
cordingly and note the work of each
pack.
15. A hound thrown out and com
ing in, and refusing to bunt, or bark
to others within good hearing dis
tance, shall receive no prize.
16. Ahound lost during a run and
not found until the trials are part
ially or wholly completed, shall be
given due credit for the time run.
17. No hound shall be allowed to
run in a stake in which it has not
been entered, and the owner shall
remove such hound, or in his absenc
the master of bounds shall1 cause
the removal.
18. Bitches in season shall not be
allowed at the trails. Castrated dogs
and spayed bitches shall be debarred
from running in the trails, and any
so run shall forfeit to the club all
prizes won.
19. A hound to be eligible for
the highest general average must
h^ve been entered and run in the
all-age stake,
20. The shooting of foxes driven
by hounds entered in the trials will
not be permitted.
21. Should any owner desire to
enter a protest against a decision of
the judges, he must make it in
writing and present it to the secre
tary before 9 p. m., on the day in
which the decision was rendered.

6. There shall not be less than
three judges who shall be appointed
by the committee cn f eld trial
judges.
7. The judges must be disinterest
ed persons of large fox-hunting ex
perience and neeed not he members of
the club.
8. The judges, after the hounds
are cast loose, shall do their best to
22. If the owner of an entry can
gain such positions as will enable not be present at the trials,
he
them to see the work of the hounds. shall appoint an agent to act for
They shall have full discretion in de him, and shall notify the secretary
termining the relative merits of the in writing stating x’hcxm he has
hounds, but are to be guided by the chosen.
rules in computing averages and a23. No member of the club shall
warding prizes.
hunt on the grounds selected for
9. The master of hoards shall the tr.als within three weeks pre
have charge of the hounds in
the ceding the trials under penalty of
field, and shall give notice
each disqualification.
No hound shall be
night of the hour of starting on the
eligible to compete in the trials that
following morning, the stake to be
has been hunted on the trial- grounds
run, and the ground to be drawn. |within three weeks preceding the
He shall give the handlers orders trials.
to oast loose, and shall with the
consent of the chairman
of the
j judges give the signal for the endMAKING A T R O U T POND
I ing of each day’s trial.

Some ten years ago, while spend
ing my vacation wiith a farmer friend
in New Jersey, I noticed a large
mirey spot where the water ran away from my friend’s milk house,
and I conceived the idea that I could
make a small trout pond out of that
patch with but little labor. My friend

of

It costs you nothing.

This spring I took one trout of
2% pounds weight out of my pond,
and last year I took out one of my
or ginal stock which had worn out
as a breeder, that vmg'.ed 4 pounds
2 ounces.
I had hooked that
old
trout at least two dozen times in the
past nine ears.
He was so
tamehe would take a worm thrown him
and hang around for another.
He
now decorates my den mounted on a
board.
Go to it boys, select a suot
and make your own trout pond, and
see the fun you get out of it.—T he
Game Breeder.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine W oods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklm County
j . 50.
Somerset County
’ 50
Oxford County
[50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
'50
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
L00
Geological map of Maine
. 6
R, R. map of Maine
.25
Androscoggin County
. 35.
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
[35
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Penobscot County
. 5^
Waldo County
. 35
York County
.35

J. W BRACKETT CO.,

Write to-day

Phillips
WEBBER’S »*?td
ALASKA JACKET

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

had uo objection, and even offered
to help me, so one day we got liis
team of horses and hitched them to
his horse scoop, or shovel', and went
to work.
We put in a full1 day, and
at night had a much larger pole than
we anticipated.
I cotmp Feted the
job in another two days, using the
stone from the fields to make my
dam, which has stood as made by
me ten years ago.
I put watercress and eel grass in
the pond for cover for the fish, and
also planted water lilies.
I set out
a ’ fair sized weeping willow sapling
on the bank, which has since grown
thirty feet high, and shelters the en
tire pool at certain times in the day.
1 got my supjply of trout wiith hook
and in about tliiree miles away, and
planted, all told, perhaps fifty trout
of all sizes up to about twelve in
ches.
My trout spawned that fall,
and in the spring I had hundreds of
Simall trout, in my pond.
I took sev
eral large ones on flies for a meal1
now and then.
A little
cooked
chopped liver was the only thing I
ever fed them, and I found later it
was not even necessary to give them
anything.
The second year I made a succes
sion of small pools in the brook all
the way to the river which is 300
yards distant, and the following year
1 began -to catch fisih in these smalt
pools.
Two years later I
caught
in the river which had been passed
up by tb© State commission as not
good enough for the propagation o f
trout.
There is no doubt my little
trout pond had stocked
that river
which is a considerable stream. For
ten years I have had a lot of fun
out of that trout pond, and I expect
many more years of fun out of it. I
did not expend one cent on
the
pond, and not more than five days*
full work, which was excellent exer
cise for a city business man.
There are hundreds of just such:
spots as I dug out, and a little work
will transform them into a
dandy
little trout pond.
Of course, there
must be a sufficient flow of water
to keep the pool1from becoming stag
nant.
I had trouble one year with
kingfishers, and they got quite a
few trout before I got wise to the
fact that my pond was supplying thei
daily meal.
I put up a stretch of
wire across the pond with varigated
colored rags banding at intervals Be
long the wire, and this way very ef-fective and I never had any moretrouble from kingfishers.
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Built for the outdoor man; can be
adjusted to suit temperature. All
Wool and fashioned to fit. Colors:
Tan. Oxford and Scarlet. S-. Id In
Sporting Goods and Clothing Stores,
or sent to any address prepaid on
receipt of price, $5. Our Booklet,
’ ’The Need, The Make, The Price,”
I tells all about it. A Postcard will
get it, and dealer’ s name. Address

Geo. F. Webber,
MANUFACTURER

414-418 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich:

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

-

Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
0. tv. PITKKL,
T A X ID E R M IST
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
RANGfcLEY.
.
.
.
M A IN *

Ed Grant. B eaver Pond Camps
New readinu matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the papular demand was
so great for a second edition that we published
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
oaail (.postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W . BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips, Me.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.
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A MORNING P A R T Y IN H O N O R OF
SON'STERS SOON TO
TRAVEL SO UTHW ARD .

Fresh Tobacco N ever B ites;
Dry, Cut-up Tobacco Does
Only when the natural moisture dries out o f tobacco
can a “ bite” get into it. In the Sickle plug, all the
moisture, flavor and fragrance are pressed in and kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper. Every pipeful you whittle
off the plug is fresh — so you always get a slow-burning,
cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
If you want your tobacco already cut up for you, in
packages, you have to be content with dry tobacco, that
bums fast and hot, and bites your tongue.
That’s why experienced smokers cut up their own
tobacco, from the Sickle plug. They get more tobacco,
because they don’t pay for a package— and better tobacco,
because it’s always fresh .

H U N T IN G

C O N D IT IO N S

IOUS
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V A R  grouse and woodcock with which the

S E C T IO N S .

The woods throughout the section
of Calais in Washington county are
full of gunners these days, but up
to the present hunters have reported
scant success in their search for big
game.
Same good bags of partrid
ges have been secured, however,
these birds being unusually plentiful
this year.
Deer and moose were
plentiful before the opening of the
hunting season, but the
conditions
for hunting were unfavorable until
the present week, when heavy rains
softened the ground so that
one
could pass through the woods with
out creating a general alarm. Quite
a number of hunters from
other
states are in Washington county at
present, but the rush will not be on
until after Nov. 1, when moose may
legally be killed.

Every man in Old Town who can
carry a rifle and is able to get away for the time necessary, is hik
ing for the woods these fine fall days
with both eyes wide open for deer
signs, while the brush hunters are
cut with their shot-scatterers, makin
frequently less the large flock of

SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILRJAD

summer closed.
Hon. George H. Richardson and O.
H. Danforth left Saturday morning on
their annual pilgrimage to Pittston
Farms, going by rail to
Moosehead
lake, thence up the big lake by
water and taking the beautiful auto
mobile highway from Seboomook to
their destination.
They will be
joined a few days later by Joseph F.
Gould, esq., of Bangor and A. J.
Keith of this city.
Walter B. Gray left Saturday noon
for a visit and hunting trip to La
grange, where for ithe next two weeks
lie will be the guest of his brother,
Arthur Gray and friends.
Frank L. Coombs ctf Stillwater war
left Saturday afternoon for the
woods back of Chester, where he
hopes to get his complement of
moose and partridges, with an oc
casional deer thrown in for good mea
sure.
Lest he be suspected
of
law violation, he has taken along
with him. Recorder G. Willard John
son of the municipal court and they
will remain several days in the big
game region.
Of course, if they get
the moose before the law is off, they
may be able to find a natural cold
storage plant, where they may store
it away against the arrival cf cold
■weather and the open season on
moose, but they thought when they
left home, that hey would find the
moose lllft,] tl
look up the
ice
plant.

TIHE TABLE
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington fo r Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
5.15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P . M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
a t 11.00 A .M .
STRONG PASSENGER T R AIN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.87 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and fo r Phillips and
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 5.50 P.
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
11.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P . M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46
A . M. and from Kingfield at 8 25 A. M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M- and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
42.56 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20 P. M.
M IXED TR A IN leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30
A . M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 3.15 P. M.
RA N G E L E Y PASSENGER TRAIN S leave fo r
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
A . M. and leaves at 10.56 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN leaves at 1.00
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KLINGFIELD PASSENGER TR AIN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm
ington at 12.40 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN S leave for Farmington at 6.46
A . M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
,

BIGELOW

PASSENGER TR A IN leaves for
Farmington at 10.50 A , M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
M. Arrives from King field at 10.00 A . M. and
leaves fo r Kingfield at 7.36 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50
A . M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong, 12.47 P. M .
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
leave Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P.
M. Phillips, 2.45 P M,. arriving at Rangeley at
4.25 P. M.

F. N . B E A L , Gen'l Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

George S. Desjardins and D. L.
Cummings .are bunting at Greenfield
and say that iit will be a brave man
and determined one, who will get
their deer away from them in the
night time, without having to fight
for it.
Prof. Archer Grover and George
F. Stevens cdj Crono passed through
tlie city Saturday morning in an
auto, bound for the big game region
beyond Greenfield.

Good hunting conditions at Dover
and Foxcroft in Piscataquis are re
ported since the recent rains which
did much toward softening the leave
and making conditions in the woods
quiieter. Scores of sportsmen have
passed over the Bangor & Aroostook
through Dover and Foxcroft during
the past week and the hunting sea
son is at its best at the present time
On many (mornings the station plat
form in Foxcroft has had the ap
pearance of a recruiting station for
the fcTeign war with men and rifles
by the dozen.
Many automobile parties bound for
the lake regions have also passed
through the twin towns while many
other parties have come out of the
woods with their cars laden down
with deer.
Local hunters during
the weeks have met with good suc
cess, many deer having been brought
into the two towns.

Just a few mornings
ago
the
birds caHed me to the back door,
and such a 1’o.t of them as there
were.
It was a myrtle warbler who
gave the first invitation to come
out, and his invitaton was the most
insistent, for he came right up to the
dining room window, perched on the
window casing and looked inasmuch
a? to say, “If you don’t come out
I will come right in where you are.
That was too much for me, and so
armed With the field glasses, I join
ed the birds in the back yard, and
so good a time did wie have, t uat it
was hard work to leave the fun and
come in to prosaic housework.
In just that fifteen minutes and
close to the house I saw hundreds
of slate colored juncos, white throat
ed sparrows, song sparrows, crows,
and I heard a bluejay off in the
pasture.
Soon after I left the party
1 heard a chick-a-dee, Who was a
little late in arriving.
The song
sparrow sang for me. the
bleubird
sang tea, and the robins kept up a
constant chatter.
I had not heard
the song sparrow’s voice for a long
time, and it seelms as if summer
had come back when liis ‘olit, olit,
olit” rang out.
The soft tones of
the bluebird added to the
early
spring or summer sensation,
and
the robin’s “ cheer-up” was just as
happy a note as it is on a warm
spring morning.
This was the first time I had
ever had an opportunity to watch a
white-throated sparrow at
close
range, and this little hard with its
mates seemed so friendly, not shy
a bit.
The juncos spent most of
the
time quarreling over which one shoul'
have that seed.
They not
only
quarreled but they fought, fist to
fist, and I think they actually
did
have fist*! to use.
They scolded, or
they tried to, but it wasn’t a r eal
scold, for their voices are too mus
ical, not scold voices at all.
The little warblers flashed their
bright yellow patches here and there
now swaying on golden red plumes,
now trying to cling upside down to
spears of grass.
What a loss to th
glory of the fall season, it would
be if those little yellow spots were
not flying about, and their
little
peep is just as lively as the move
ments of the tiny bodies.
A day or two later when out walk
ing through the woods I came across
a hermit thrush.
For fully five
minutes I watched him, standing
within a few feet of him. He seem
ed entirely unconscious of a human
being near by.
Not a sound did he
make, just hopped around as if for
exercise, for lie was not finding any
food.
The following day I isaw an
other hermit thrush, this time in
the woods where I had heard so
many singing in the summer time.
Now I did wish he would sing again,
but no, he had no song for me, but
he was kind enough to sit on the
dead limb in an apiple tree and turn
this way and that, giving me an ex
cellent view of him from ali angles.
It wasn’t far from here that, one
evening last summer just at twilight,
I stood for half an hour listening to
the song of a hermit who sat ima
tree close to me, so near that I could
see his little throat swell as he
sang his beautiful evening
hymn.
Only once before had I ever seen a
hermit thrush when he was singing,
and it hardly seemed possible that
such music could come from such a
little sober colored bird .
Finding a niglvthawk’s nest was an
other experience of the su/mmer. Two
speckled eggs laid on the
ground
without any pretense of a nest at
all. We knew the eggs were there
somewhere, but had failed to
find
them until one morning we scared up
the mother bird, who flew along just
as if she had broken a wing, keepin
low to the ground.
We searched th
vicinity where she had
apparently
been, and finally came onto
these
eggs.
So near like the ground did
they look that we almost stepped on
them before seeing them. The next
day we went again, but found onlly
shells there.
Later We found that
the birds had hatched, and had been
seen running around there.
A crested flycatcher, yes several o
thejm, came to visit us last summer.
While this flycatcher is not uncom
mon, it was new to me, and the
bird books were called into service.
For several days the flycatchers wer
here, then they left, and that was
the last of them for the season.—:S.
M. C. H. of Greene, Me., in Lewis
ton Sun.

GOOD CATCH FOR
SIX WEEKS’ STAY
Ninety Per Cent of all Fish Caught
Were Taken on Fly

»

a manner over the success of lobster
rearing is not strange perhaps in
view of the stand many authorities
are now taking as to tine futility of
attempts to restock the boundless sea.
At tine same time it indicates a will
ingness to co-operate with state of
ficials.
Even the Bureau'of Fisher
ies admits that the greatest menace
to the Atlantic fisheries comes from
the ravages of the shark family, the
natural enemies to lobsters and all
kinds of food fishes.
But so far
it has withheld its approval of the
remedies suggested feeling that they
are either impracticable or call for
too large an outlay of money.
At
the same time the Bureau officials
are giving their earnest efforts to
a study of the situation and a con
sideration of the most practical met
hods of lessening the ravages of
the sharks which beyond question
are playing havoc with the fisher
men’s occupation.
It is sincerely to
be hoped that the solution of the
problem will be discovered before it
is too late.—Portland Express.

Dulling the camping season of six
weeks’ stay at Tufts Pond, William
E. Farrar and W. P. Watson caught
on a fly thirteen trout and one sal
mon aggregating 33%
pounds
in
weight.
The average weight was
2 11-28 pounds.
They were taken
on the following dates:
July 3, a
2% pound trout; July 4 1%
pound
trout; July 6, 2% pound trout; July
8, 2% pound trout;
July 10, 2
pound trout; July 22, 3% pound sal
mon; July 23, 2% pound trout; July
24, 2 pound trout; August
12, 1%
pound trout; August 24, 2%
pound
trout; August 25, 1% pound
trout;
August 26, 4% pound trout; Septem
ber 11, 3 pound trout.
Besides the
above there were many % and %
pound trout.
One thousand
trout
were caught and 385 killed. 90 per
A L L PASSESS W I L L GO
cent of all fish caught were taken
on a fly and those put back were No One W ill Ride Free A fte r This
uninjured.
This is the record of
Month.
the catch at the Farrar cottage only.
After Oct. 30, 1914, practically all
Maine Central, Bangor & Aroostook
L O B S TE R R E A R IN G S T A T IO N
and' other Maine railroad
annual
That the United States Bureau of passes cease to be.
An announcement was made a few
Fisheries is somewhat uncertain abou
its work of lobster propagation in days ago from the president’s of
Maine coast waters is evident from fice of the Maine Central railroad
its recent refusal to buy any more and it js presumed will be followed
seed lobsters from the fishermen after by similar notices from the offices
all the hard work its propagation of of presidents of other Maine rail
ficials and the state lobster wardens roads, calling in. the “ annuals.”
This action is a result cf the en
have been to in inducing-the lobstermen to go to the trouble of saving actment by referendum of the public
the “ seeders” for the
Government. utilities law, which goes into oper
Many reasons are given by the bur ation November first. •Under the
commerce
eau for refusing to longer share terms of the interstate
with the state the expense of col law all railroad passes for use on
lecting and distributing the seeds, interstate journeys have long since
But it still was
although a willingness is expressed been abolished.
to handle the seeds that are fur iu the legal power of railroads to
issue passes for journeys within t
nished by the state.
Within the past few years
Bureau officials, however, state state.
that they are willing to do anything the number of annual railroad pa
that seems feasible to them in con issued by Maine railroads has been
serving Maine’s lobster
industry. greatly decreased and it is said that
Their latest proposition is the es they were confined almost wholly to
connected
tablishment of a rearing station. It those persons who were
will be recalled that some weeks ago with the operation of the road, either
the Bureau of Fisheries
suggested directly or indirectly.
that it might establish such a plant
The terms of the new public util
at some suitable point on the coast, ities law which touch the case in
the object being to take the hatched hand are as follows:
“ It shall be unlawful for any per
fry .and rear it to the fourth moult
when it was believed the baby lob sons, firm or corporation, knowingly
ster would be able to shift for itself to solicit, accept or receive any re
and that more would be accommidate bate, discount, or discriminaton in
toward re-stocking the sea than Ljy respect to any service rendered, to
depositing the eggs themselves broad be rendered, by any public utilities
cast on the surface to become free or for any service in connection
lunch for the myriads of
small therewith whereby any such service
fishes near the shore.
shall1 in any manner or by any de
That the establishment of such a vice whatsoever rendered free or at
rearing station is actually contem a rate lesis than named in the sched
plated is evident from a bill introduc ules enforced as provided herein or
ed in the House of Representatives on whereby any service or advantage is
May 5 by Congressman Hinds, which received other than is herein speci
provides for the erection of a lobster fied; provided that this act shall net
rearing station at some suitable poin prohibit such) free or reduced rate
of transportation by common carriers
on the Atlantic coast.
The locality is to be selected by as is defined and provided for in
the secretary of commerce and al the tacts of Congress entitled, ‘An
though the bill does not say so, the Act to Regulate Commerce’ and acts
Nor shall it
Maine coast will doubtless be se amendatory thereof!
lected.
The bill further provides be construed to prohibit any public
that before any final steps shall have utility from granting service at re
been taken for the construction of a duced rates for charitable and bene
lobster rearing plant in accordance volent purposes, provided the same
with the act, the state in which the be approved by the commission, nor
plant is located, through appropriate shall .it be unlawful for any public
legislative action, shall accord to the utility to make special rates to its
United States commissioner of fish employees', or in cases of emergency
eries and his duty authorized agents service, nor shall the furnishing by
the right to conduct such plant and any public utility of any product or
all operations connected therewith, i service at the rates and upon the
any manner and at any time that terms and conditions provided for in
may by them be considered neeessar any contract In existence January
and proper, and fishery laws of the 1913, be construed as constituting a
state to the contrary notwithstand discrimination or undue or iw
advantage
ing.
Also that the operations may sonafcle preference or
be suspended by the secretary of within the meaning specified; pro
commerce whenever in his judgment vided, however, that when any such
fishery laws and regulations are al contract or contracts are or become
lowed to remain so inadequate as to terminable by notice by such util
ity, the commission shall' have power
impair the efficiency of the plant.
The sum of $35,000 is designated in its discretion, to direct, by order,
as the suitable amount for the es that such contract or contracts shall
tablishment of the plant, including be terminated by such utility as am'
the purchase of the site, construc when directed by the said order. A
tion, purchase of equipment and op person, firm or corporation violating
erating expenses for one year. The the provisions of this section shall
bill was referred to the committee on be punished by a fine of not more
the merchant marine and fisheries than $1000 for each offense.”
and ordered to be printed.
Reading
The broadest possible interpreta
between the lines it i’s evident that tion has been given this law by the
the Bureau of Fisheries wishes to be Maine railroads and annual passes
absolutely unhampered by state laws which have been held 'by some of
in its experiments with lohste!* rear those who are in the closest possible
ing.
It also leaves a loophole in relations to Maine railroads have been
which to quit if the experiments are withdrawn. It is likely that hence
unsuccessful.
forth they will be confined solely to
That the Bureau of Fisheries does the directors and the actual working
not express itself in any too sanguin officials.
1 .’ !
1^ 1 JTY[’
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MAINE WOODS VARIETY OF PLAY
ISSUED WEEKLY

FOR VACATIONS

J. W . B rackett Co.
Phillips, Maine

Every Man to His Own Liking to

L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager

Make His Day Complete.

OUTING EDITION
p a ges

. . ..........................................li.00 per year

LOGALi EDITION
12 and 16 pasrea •• •.......................... $l.5v per year
Canadian.* Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
6 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the Aot o f March 3. 1879,
TheiMainelWoods thoroughly covers the entire
jof.Maine as to "Hunting. Trapping. Camp
o s and Outing news, and the Franklin county
cally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
end game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address ot your paper
changed, please give the old as wed as ne-w
' ddress.
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K I L L BIRDS W I T H W H I P

Partridges have been killed under
a wide variety of conditions, but
one of the strangest ways of secur
ing these much-sought game birds
was that dm ploy ed with success by
John S. Titcomb while on liis way
to Wilton.
He was driving along
the new road, when his brindle bull,
terrier, Kyto, flushed a bird.
The
partridge alighted in a small tree
near the road, perching on a limb
about six feet from the ground. The
dog made frantic efforts to jump
high enough to seize the bird and
kept up a continuous barking. Titcomb, contrary to liis usual custom
a* this season, had left his gun at
home.
The bird was so entirely
engrossed with the actions of the
deg that Titcoanb approached with
in a short distance and a well di
rected blow with his whip broke the
partridge’s neck.
He showed
the
bird on his arrival at Wilton short
ly afterward, the partridge without
shot marks hut with a broken neck
bearing indisputable testimony to
the method of its death.

CA N

GET

B ID D Y

E A S IL Y

FOR

A

STEW.

Old Town hunters who are also
business men, have about concluded
that if they can’t get away to beat
the brush for partridges, they need
not despair of getting an occasional
biddy for a stew, since the experi
ence of Ovid Morin the other morn
ing.
Mr. Morin had been out in
the woods back of Greenfield after a
deer, but the brevity of his trip de
barred him from attempting to pick
up any grouse, much as he likes
these birds.
In the morning, after
his return, he noticed the family cat
pounce upon a bird in the yard, which
he took to be a chicken.
Hasten
ing to the spot lie rescued the sup
posed chicken and found it to he a
partridge, entirely unhurt from the
feline attack.
Needless to say,
Mr. Morin took advantage of the op
portunity for a partridge stew thus
unexpectedly afforded, and is now
giving pussy all the liberty
she
wants, in case any more
ruffed
grouse stray into the dooryard. As
Mr. Morin lives on Treat & Webster
Island, within rifle shot of the heart
of the business section of the city,
this is regarded as the record for
game killing within the city limits.

WHITE BIRCH WANTED!
We want to buy

2 ,0 0 0

CORDS
OF

W H IT E

B IR C H

delivered at our Mill during the coming
winter.
r For applications and prices apply at
Mill office or at Phillips Savings bank.

International Mfg. Co.,
Phillips, Maine.

FOXES W ANTED
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times o f year. Write or
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover. Maine
Tel. 64.15

The Observer in the Jamaica Plain
News says:
With vacations, as with religion
and politics, it is eery man tov his
own liking.
The variety of play
among men, or of resting or mere
ly passing idle time, is nearly as
great as the number of men engag
ed in those occupations.
Certainly
there is the most pleasure, possibly
the most benefit, in a person’s spend
ing his vacation doing the things
he enjoys most,
though
there
is something to be said for a per
son’s making the most of doing the
things he can, when he can’t do the
things he would like to do.
If a
man wants to go abroad or camip for
a month in the big woods hut can
not, it is fortunate if, as a substi
tute he enjoys a fe\v days at the
beach, or a simple fishing trip while
visiting a country friend or spending
a few days “ hack home.’’
With the
Observer his predilections and liis
opportunities usually coincide splend
idly.
So that when we faced a
fresh, clear morning after reaching
our journey’s end the very thing we
wanted to do most was the thing
we could do most readily. And that
was to go trout fishing on the moun
tain brooks and meadow streams amid the old haunts of a distant
youth, and incidentally enjoy the
scenes and the country as we journ
eyed over the old hill roads from
one stream to another all the live
long day.

P H IL L IP 8,
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In the second place, the pleasure
of trout fishing, when it is success
ful, is given additional satisfaction
over other sports of a similar class
because of the palatable or gastron
omic delight that follows at the
table when the day’s outing is over
and the fruits of the rod and reel
have been skillfully cooked. No one
can pretend to utter the last> word
on a fish dinner or the most palat
able kind of fish until he has eaten
a meal of brook trout, cooked, not
as the hotel chef serves them but
as the country housewife or the fish
erman’s own wife has learned to do
it by practical experiments.
The
speckled beauties are as good
tc
eat .as they are handsome to look
at when taken from the water. They
have a savor—and a flavor—all their
own, and a juicy tenderness that
the flesh of no other fish approach
es.
The epicures all agree with
the native fisherman on this point.
A brook trout as a morsel of food
stands in about the same relation
to other fish as pure, well-prepared
maple syrup and other products
the sugar maple do to manufaetu,
articles such as korn syrup, “ white”
and “ brown” sugar and the various
molasses in the saccharine realm.

day dies slowly and very peacefully,
the dusk approaches and then sudden
rumbling of thunder began to rever
berate among the hills.
A shower
is coming up. The fisherman’s day
is complete.
We are to get wet.
W e linger at the pools until
the
first drops begin to fall and then
break for the carriage by the road
side a quarter of a mile away at
top speed.
Too late!
The shower
“ strikes” just before we reach it
and we are “soaked” ere we get
under the cover of the carriage top.
But What care we?
Our baskets are
creditably filled and we have had a*
glorious day in God’s
out-of-doors,
and the five-mile ride home in wet
clothes and over a muddy road is
hut one of the experiences that gives
added zest and variety to the day
and its sport.

M. S. Parker, New York,
Earl Chambers, Bangor,
Otis F. Garreston, Boston,
Otis F. Garretson, Brooklyn,
N. Y.j
Edw. Edmunds, Philadelphia,
Fred E. Merrill, Malden,
Mass.,
L. J. Sanderson, Unity,
Stephen C. Burton, Pittsfield,
C. Richardson, Boston,
Hyde Wheeler Co., Boston,
Thomas W. Tierney, Boston,
Harry B. Peavey, Boston,
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The joys and sorrows of the hunt
ing season are with us again. The
sports of Mon son have their
guns
polished, the rabbit, squirrel
and
bird dogs have been faring unusually
well the past week and are ready
for the fray, and even the
alarm
clocks have been tried out to make
sure that nothing can prevent an
early start Monday, the opening day.
The following shipped deer through The hunting season promises to he
Bangor the past week:
one of the best that the
Monson
1 deer hunters have ever enjoyed, as game
F. D. Messer, Bangor,
And then, again, a meal of fish
of all kinds is abundant.
There
2
Eugene Gray, Bangor,
is not the only thing one gets who
1 bear has been but few changes made in
L. T. DeWitt, Bangor,
goes angling for brook trout. While
1 deer the hunting laws for this year, but
A. B. Harriman, Bangor,
cloudy or rainy days are the best
it is reported that the wardens will
1
F. A. Keene, Portland,
for catching them, they can be had
he watchful to see that the laws
John Newland, Norwalk, Conn.,
by patience and skill in the fairest
are strictly complied with.
Two
John Newland, White Plain,
and finest weather, and then one
years ago there were many changes
1
N. J.,
gets the silence and solitude of the
and additions made to the laws par
1
F. 0. Wood Portlaid.
deep woods,, the bird songs of the
ticularly as to the amount of game
2 ”
R. W. Johnson, Bangor,
open fields, the picturesque beauty
1 bear a huntsman could bag in a day, and
O. A. Bradstreet, Boston,
of natural scenery, the company of
B. N. Hershey, Newark, N. J., 2 deer the amount for the season, but as
wild flowers and the taste o f wild
many had not thoroughly familiariz
W. N. Jones, Boston,
2 ”
fruits, and a physical weariness, not
ed themselves with this part of the
Max Slasberg, Newark, N. J., 1 ”
to say exhaustion, from the exer
law it was not rigidly enforced. It
A. J. Cole, Bangor,
1 ”
cise and long tramp that brings at
T. H. Wheeler, Boston,
1 bear is reported that no excuses will be
night the great blessing of such
H. L. Bnowm, Bangor,
1 deer accepted this season, if there is
sound and refreshing sleep as comes
not a strict compliance in this mat
C. E. Mobbs, Portland,
1 ”
in a peculiar sense to the out-of-door
Batchelder & Snyder, Boston, 1 bear ter.
A good friend in the town and a toiler and innocent childhood after Robt. John Leonard, Stamford,
Town Clerk Peck has been kept
great fisherman was waiting to go play or to the country boy after a
Conn.,
1 deer busy this week issuing hunters’ li
To be
with us for the day and so in the day’s work on the farm.
censes.
There have been as many
A. A. Howard, Lewiston,
1 ”
early morning, with old clothes and sure, the fisherman gets a few mos John Byers, Bangor,
issued as on any previous year up
2 ”
occasional!
pockets filled with lunch, a full quito and midget bites,
to this time, although the number
John La Bean, Bangor,
1 ”
box of choice worms, with which, to meets with a rollicking tumble into Charles Simpson, Bangor,
taken out last year was very large.
1 ”
lure the suspicious trout from their the brook or a mass of briers by rea B. D. Sparks, Bangor,
There is quite an army o f huntsmen
2 ”
pools and a horse that the stable son of a rotten log or a false step, Hon. Frank Keizer, Rockand, 1 ”
in town who enjoy bird hunting, and
keeper guaranteed would
“ stand and sometimes gets torn clothes or a Frank Read, Bangor,
as there were many bagged last year
1 ”
hitched” anywhere,—to a tree in the scratched face in the thick brush, M. J. Schroeder, Bangor,
and the reports from all sections of
1 ”
woods or a fence rail by the roadside while his cap is knocked off a thou T. H. Wheeer Co., Boston,
1 bear the town are to the effect partrid
we set forth for a real day of health sand times in a day and his patience Benjamin Furman, Haver straw,
ges were never so plentiful, the bird
and pleasure, in the open and “ far strained to the cracking point by the
N. Y.,
1 dee hunters are looking for a great afrom the madding crowd,” the blue wariness of the trout or the provok William A. Murray, Fairfield,
mount of sport, l Last year
was
of heaven flecked with fleecy wiiite ing tangle of the thickets along the
called a banner year for the bird
Conn.,
1 ”
clouds overhead and hills and moun brook’s edge, hut this is all a part
T. H. Wheel-er Co., Boston,
1 bear hunters, and tliose who had good
of the sport, just as the little an
tain peaks all around.
Charles Abbott, Boston,
1 deer dogs bagged a great many birds.
Now, trout fishing is not the tame noyances of life are all in the day’s C. E. Brett, South Paris,
1 deer The reason for the birds being so
and colorless pastime it may sound work.
numerous' is unaccounted for, as the
Charles R. Nichols, Trenton,
like or seem to be to the uninitiat
winter was a trying one for them in
And so we fared us forth for the
Penn.,
1 ”
ed, to those who never lived near first day of our brief vacation and, D. Wallace, Bangor,
A combination of
1 deer many respects.
enough to Nature and were born all through the glorious day of sun Chamberlain & Co., Boston, 1 bear snow, sleet, and severe cold weath
without enough of the savage or shine, blue sky,
er in the earjy months of the year,
casually drifting C. Fox, Bangor,
1 ”
primitive man (who got his living flecks of cloud, fresh breezes, frag S. S. Herrick, South Brewer, 2 ”
made it so hard for the game birds
direct from Nature) in them to ap rant hayf jjelds, drowsy pastures and Lincoln Grant, Greenwich, Ct., 1 ”
that tlie (wardens went to the sec
preciate its inherent delights and cool wildwood, we tramped and fish Lincoln Grant, Somerville,
tions where they winter to leave
a
the elation of victory when you have ed, and grew young and carefree
food for them, and they sent out a
Mass.,
1
made a good catch.
In the first again, taking the day and its sport F. J. Fish, Bangor,
general appeal to the
huntsmen
2
place, fishing for trout in the brooks with the simplicity and sincerity and M. Robinson, Malden, Mass., 1
and residents of the rural sections
and larger streams and whether with delight of a chid. At noon we ate D. D. Philip, Bangor,
to put out feed, and barrels
for
2
bait or by fly-casting, is an art, and, our lunch under the meeetinghouse L. Fogg, Bar Harbor,
shelter for the game birds.
The
2
in these days when hordes of idle shed at a cross-roads centre, where R. Davis, Fall River,
work must liave been effective.
It
1
soprtsmen have invaded every sec the weather-stained church with its J. Hollingsworth, Boston,
is conceded by all that there are
1
ret and isolated fishing ground on stumpy spire, a brown schoolhouse, F. Thatcher, Bangor.
more quail in town than ever be
1
the face of the continent, none hut a “ general” store, a few
fore.
adjacent E. 0. Pendleton, Searsport, 1
a real fisherman, a true disciple of farmhouses and a “ graveyard’’ mark Byron Mace, Augusta,
Those who enjoy squirrel hunting
1
genial and artistic Isaak Walton, a rural center of social and commer George A. Wagg, Portland,
will find, as they did last year, an
2
need expect to succeed. Trout fish cial and religious activity.
The L. F. Corthell, Portland,
abundance of sport.
The law al
2 ’
ing is the very essence of the real horse munched his oats in an old C. H. Jewett, Stamford, Ct.,
lows the huntsmen to bag but 15.
2 '
sport of angling and its success and cereal box while we disposed
of C. D. Martin, East Baldwin, 1 '
It is expected that with the great
pleasure are only for those who sandwiches, doughnuts and
cheese, P. Lawson, Boston,
quantity of this game in all sections
2 1
love the open, have a wonderful gift and certain’ delicacies from
the S. J. Knowlles, Boston,
of the town that few huntsmen will
1 *’
of patience, and a fondness for skill pantry shelf of the family home, F. T. Marsh, Boston,
fail to reach their limit this
year.
2 ’
and conquest.
Almost any “ dub” seated on the sill of the shed be 0 . Waugh, Boston,
Rabbits are as abundant as in any
1 ’
of a fisherman who ever saw a real side him, eating with an avidity and G. R. Ford, Toledo, Ohio,
previous year, and the man with a
1 ’
forest or mountain brook and never relish that would not be polite in S. L. Crosby Co., Bangor,
good dog can have an abundance of
1 ’
got hungry in the woods and cooked any well-ordered dining room. And Mrs. D. D. Webb, Patten,
sport.
The coon hunters are contin
1 ’
a meal of trout over a camp fire, can then we drive a few miles over the S. L. Crosby Co., Bangor,
2 bear uing to have good luck, the weather
go down the harbor and catch a hills to another brook we know and, S. J. McGuire, Glenburn,
1 deer the past week being ideal for the
“ bone-head” cod and lesser intelli after a couple of hours along
its Alexander York. Stillwater, 1 deer import.
A very large number
of
gent and allert fish, or sit in a boat course through a broad meadow and E. Stillman Munroe, Old Town, 1 ”
crons have been captured by Mon
or on the rocks on some lake or up a hill into the woods where it George Mooney, Old Town,
son rmtsmen this year, and numer
1 ”
river and occasionally land a black has its source, we drive a few miles Tyler Swett, Bast Eddington, 1 ”
ous ebon suppers have been held.
bass, a pickerel a “ bull pout” or more in another direction, hut to John Smith, Milo Junction.
The huntsmen are not the only
1 ”
even a good salmon, but none but a ward home, under the slanting rays Edward Hawes, Cambridge,
ones who are making
preparations
2 ”
native of the farm or a trained fish of the late afternoon sun and just E. Laskey, Danfortb,
for the open season.
Years of ex
1 ”
erman whose knowledge was ac at sunset, when all is still save the D. Moxie, Portland,
perience has taught the forest fire
1 ”
quired by practice to put in a happy distant echo of a farmboy’s shout I. Huff, Guilford,
warden and bis deputies that forest
* 1 ”
and successful day at trout fishing. or the faint tinkle of a cowbell, we A. L. Badheider, Oakland,
fires are very liable to occur about
1 ”
And even the best of the craft, now- reach the favorite “Stillwater” pools Mrs. G. W a n Cott,
tht time o f the opening of the hunt
2 ”
a-days, while their days on the of a larger stream for the final Fletcher Hale, Bangor,
ing season.
With so many men in
2 ”
streams imay he happy, are likely to sport of the day and our last grap Roy Carr, Bangor,
the woods there are always among
1 ”
have more of them unsuccessful than ple with Mr Luck in the hope o f ad C. G. Young, Bangor,
them the careless few who in their
1 ”
otherwise.
It is quite emphatically ding to the contents of our fishbas- C. B. Young, Bangor,
thoughtlessness will throw down a
. 2 ”
true of the brook to-day as it was kets.
The pools are deep and dark W. C. Foss, Milo,
match or cigarette butt In the dry
1 ”
when Tennyson wrote regarding it,
and smooth a.s glass,
shaded by E. A. Eggleston, Old Town,
leaves, which soon furnishes
work
1 ”
“ With here and there a lusty trout, great alders on either side.
It is Walter P. Bradford, Bangor,
for the forest fire warden and his
1 ”
And here and there a greyling.”
the approaching hour of dusk when A. T. Fernald, Cor,inn a,
lieutenants.
The amount of proper
1 ”
They are indeed only here and there trout will jump at flies and bite at
ty damage caused th this war is im
E. W. Potter, Spencer, Maes., 1 ”
—not everywhere— and the art, skill, worms, and we try both to see which W. H. Jones Co.,. Boston,
mense.
It is not the old-school
2 ”
patience and delight of the angler is mood they are in.
It proves they Wm. Cooper, Milo,
hunters who are accountable for those
l ”
in finding the here and there places are in favor of the worm as a deli Arthur Day, Bangor,
thiings, for they have by experience
1 ”
and capturing his sly, wary, keenly cate morsel, and we diligently strive Percy Shaw, Bangor,
beamed to be careful of their smok1 ”
alert and even intelligent game.
to give them what they prefer. The H. B. Austin, Augusta,
1 ”
(Continued on page five).
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best man, Dr. W. W. Bolster of Au
burn, came from the pastor’s study.
The bride and bridegroom took their
positions in front of the
minister,
who offered a short prayer, during
which the organist played softly.
Hon. Waldo Pettengill gave his
daughter away aud his emotion
could plainly be seen. The organist
played softly, “ Oh Promise Me,” dur
ing the impressive ceremony.
After the couple had been declar
ed husband and wife, the minister
offered a short prayer in which he
asked God to bless the life of the
couple.
The wedding party left the church
to the step of Mendelsohns wedding
march.
An informal reception to a party
of relatives and intimate friends of
the couple was held at the Petten
gill home, on Franklin street.
Re
freshments were served and them
Dr. and Mrs. Greene went by auto
mobile to Bethel Inn where
they
spent’ the night.
In the morning,
they left on the train for a wedding
trip.
The gifts were many and costly,
including silver, cut glass,
linen,
and checks.
Dr. and Mrs. Greene are
among
the most popular young people in
town.
Mrs. Greene is a graduate of
Smith College and has been promin
ent in the social life of Ruimford.
Dr. Green is a graduate of Bowdoin Medical School and since this’
graduation has practiced principally
in R- mford and Mexico.
Tlia groom’s parents', Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Greene, successfully
run
Greene’s Farm. House at Goplin for
many years and it was a
very
popular place for summer guests.

•

<

MOTOR ROAD TRAINS IN GERMANY

Nearly two years time and thirty
stands
for
have
Inquire of J. Blaine thousand dollars in money
been spent in assembling some very
remarkable moving pictures depict
ing tlie wild life of the west. Most
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Irish Set
ter puppies.
Beautiful
specimens. of the pictures were taken in Cali
Mr.
Apply or write, E. J. Brown, Strat fornia and were procured by
Edward Salisbury, Director of the
ton, Maine.
Educational Film Company of Los
FOR SALE—Apples 10£ per bushel Angeles. Mr. Salisbury spent months
Motor Truck Transportation In Germany Promises to Replace Short Railroad
on the trees.
Georgine V. Wilbur, living with the birds and animals in
Lines.
order to gain their confidence. The
Philliips.
camera was carefully \muffled and
blinds were built in wihich the opera
FOR SALE—Large male turkey, fif tors .stationed themselves. The pic
teen months old.
Write, Box 5, tures are therefore true to life and
H U N T I N G SEASON IN
MONSON,
Salem, Maine.
are a welcome relief after the “ fake’ ’
MASS.
pictures so often seen.
In one film the whole Life history
FOR SALE—Cheap.
Savage* R e
of
the steelhead trout is shown from
peater rifle, 20 shot.
Stamp for
(Continued from page four).
reply.
Van Wyatt, Richfield, North the artificial spawning of the fe
male and the hatching of the eggs,
Carolina.
Four Hunters Answer Charges of
to the adult fish being caught in a
ing materials while in the woods
mountain stream.
Scenes showing
Hunting on Sunday Before
and fields.
It is the young men
FOR SALE—I sell coon, opossum an the female Mallard Duck, Virginia
and those with little experience in
bird dogs, Missiissiptpi pit games, Rail, Wilson Snipe,
Mud'hen and
Judge Tucker.
the woods who disregard warnings
large Indian games, game ducks. I other birds on their nests as well
and are careless with (matches and
buy and sell minks, ooons, opossum, as pictures of Cormorant and Peli
cigarettes.
Every huntsman who
skunk, fox, squirrels and prairie can rookeries on Clear Lake, Modoc
Hunting always has been an expen
goes out Monday should fully realize
chickens ,and all live animals of County, California, gives one an in
that it is impossible to be too care sive sport in more than one way, but it
any note wanted.
I sell traps to timate acquaintance with the home
ful of smoking materials while in is particularly expensive on Sunday,
catch these animals alive with. life of these birds.
Films showing
especially if the game warden happens
the woods.—Springfield Republican.
Walter Odom, Durant, Miss., Box 208 the roping and tying of Wild Cats
to be in the vicinity in which one is
and teh treeing and capturing of
hunting. If the hunter is caught with
M IS C ELLA N EO U S
Mountain Lions, two of the
worst
some game in his possession it is even
enemies of game, introduce
the
more expensive. Several local men
found this to be true last Monday morn
FOUND—Key, with ribbon attached. spectacular and furnish the proper
The hunter is led to live
ing.
Owner may have same by paying thrills.
over again his past experience on
On Sunday last Deputy Game War
costs.
Maine Woods office.
seeing the reel, which depicts ty
den Charles C. Chadbourne of Sanford
pical hunting scenes.
Commissioner of inland fisheries was on the war path for Sunday hunt
ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
So greath is the educational value
and game, Harry B. Austin and Walt ers. As the results of his labors four
information Of tine thief who broke
The gossips around the state house
of these pictures that the Califor
er I. Neal, at a meeting at Richmond men appeared before Judge Tucker on
Into Camj» W hitney on
Richardson
nia Fish and Game Commission and say that Hon .Blaine S. Vile® of Au Friday adopted the following rules Monday forenoon to answer to charges
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr.
and
the California Associated Societies gusta, the present land agent
and regulations, which were found of illegal hunting on Sunday last.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
for the Conservation of Wild Life forest commissioner, wlil be appoint to be necessary, relating to
Daniel W. Libby of Shapleigh was
the
street, Dorchester, Mass.
are helping to make them available ed by Governor Haines as a member times and places in which and the more fortunate than the remaining
to everyone.
The pictures are be of the public utilities commission. circumstances under which deer may three. He pleaded not guilty to the
LIVE A N IM A LS W A N T E D
ing shown in all of the larger cities Some persons had the idea that the be taken in the town of
Perkins, charge and claimed that he had bought
Will buy live mink, of the state and the above or law required that all the members
n rifle and was on his way home with it
county
of
Sagadahoc:
*
fox, skunk, bear ganizations are
sending out lec of the board should be lawyers hut
“ For a period of four years from when apprehended by the duputy game
cubs, fisher, mar
them.— such is not the fact.
ten, otter, beaver, turers to fully explain
Nov. 1, A. D. 1914, i't shall be un warden. The man of whom he pur
lynx^ and others. California Pish and Game Commissiof No person has been suggested as lawful for any person to hunt, chase, chased the rifle was present as a wit
land agent in tihe event of
Mr.
Name price in first
catch, kill or destroy deer in
the ness and testified that he sold the rifle.
letter. Write us W E D D I N G
OF
TWO
P O P U L A R Viles becoming a member of the town of Perkins, county of Sagada Libby was found not guilty and dis
before buying or
public utilities commission.
charged.
YOUNG PEOPLE.
selling and about
hoc.”
Ernest 0. Day of Sanford pleaded
fur farming. C. C. Garland, Box 133,
“ During the same period it shall
Oldtown, Maine.
*
also be unlawful for any person to guilty. He was apprehended in Water
S H O T BOY FOR D E E R
Wednesday evening, October 21st,
have in possession any deer, or part boro. He had no game in his posses
sion and was fined $10 and costs,
at 8 o’clock the grandest wedding in
thereof, taken in violation of these
amounting in all to $18.
the history of Uumfcrd was solemniz
W hy He Favored Left Hand.
regulations.”
Percy Mathewson of Sanford was
Jimmie, aged four, was much in ed at the Methodist
Episcopal
Ernest Hoyt of Kittery Point was
also caught in Waterboro. He had one
clined to use his left hand. One day church.
The contracting
parties arrested Thursday of last week, at
he was busily drawing with his left were Miss Huldah Elizabeth Petten
partridge in his possession and this
his home by Sheriff Jones of KenGOT P O A C H E R RED H A N D E D
hand when I said, “ Jimmie, why do gill, daughter of Hon. and
cost him an extra dollar. He paid a
Mrs. nebunk, charged with killing Harry
you use that hand?” He said, “ Why,
fine of $11 and costs amounting to $19.
Waldo Pettengill, and Dr. John Ad Williams, the high school student shot
there always seems to be more ma
A few miles east of the Kennebec
Elmer A. Foss also went to Water
olphe
Greene,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in the Gerrish Island woods on Oct. river, says the Bath Times, a well
chinery in that one.”
boro in search of game. He had one
Isaac W. Greene.
Rev. John M. 3.
known farmer has recently been pro skunk in his possession and this cost
Arters officiated, using the single
Hoyt’s arrest was brought about voked and damaged also in his pock him three dollars extra. He pleaded
Immense Damage by Rats.
No animal is more destructive to ring service.
by Charles Williams the father of
The church was handsomely dec the dead boy, who became dissatis etbook, by the loss of one sheep guilty and was fined $13 and costs
property or more dangerous to human
after another from his flock until amounting to $21.
health than the rat. The damage it orated with evergreen and white fied with the coroner’s jury of
the
total amount of lost sheep aChief Game Warden for York county,
being “ Death caused by shot fired by un
does to property runs up into figures chrysanthemums, the organ
Friends of his B. A. Parker, of North Berwick was
which stagger the imagination. It is entirely concealed with greenery. At known man” and who offered a re mounted to seven.
boys from Boston came a-visiting at present to prosecute the cases before
estimated that there are in the United either side of the altar was a large
ward of $300 for evidence leading to the farm not many days ago and all Judge Tucker.
States at least 300,000,000 rats. They bouquet of white chrysanthemums*
the conviction of the man who fired hands went hunting in the woods
destroy a hundred million dollars’
The ushers were George W. Pet the shot.
nearby.
While they were in the
worth of grain in this country every tengill and Oliver A. Pettengill,
Sheriff Jones with private detec sheep pasture not far away and go
year, or enough to feed one hen for
©very man, woman and child in the brothers of the bride, Henry A. tives worked on the case and on ing thither, they caught
a man
nation. The total annual cost of rats Briggs, Edward S. Kennard, Dr. W il Thursday Clarence Amee, a school with a rifle who had just killed a
to the nation is estimated at $360,000,- liam T. Rowe and Spaulding Bisbee. lad was cal’ eti from school and before sheep and was engaged in bleeding
At 7.30, Rand Dunham, organist,
000.
the officers got through with him It the dead animal to take home. The
played a selection from the opera,
made a confession to the effect that hunters swooped down upon the un
“ Aida.”
This was followed by the the evening Williams was shot, lie
suspecting poacher
and captured
selection, “ Humoresque,” by DevorHarry Haynes of Bangor returned
was in the woods after deer with his him forthwith.
Then they
made
ach.
The third
selection
was uncle Ernest Hoyt and that Hoyt,
him refcnove the cartridge from his Wednesday from Winn, where he
“ Evening Star” by Wagner and this mistaking Williams for a deer, when
rifle and run the rubber through the succeeded in getting a 225-pound
was followed by “ Largo” from “ Xer he arose from the rock where he
withers of the hind legs of
the buck, which hie wounded in the snow
xes,” by Handel.
Only
was sitting with Virgil Lynch, fifed carcass and thus, with the
sheep and fo<llowed for six miles.
Promptly at 8 o’clock,
Organist
the shot which killed him, and that slung over his hack, tlhey obliged the because of the snow was he able
Dunham began to play Lohengrin’s they then went back into the woods
thief to Hug tine spoil home 'to the to do this, a<s the light fall made
wedding march and then the bridal where Amee was made to promise tha
the tracks of the animal easily dis
o
wner of the farm.
William F. Nye is the great party entered the church,
escorted he would not tell.
cernible.
This shows how
much
est authority on refined oils in the by the ushers in twos, in the fallow
easier
it
is*
ito
get
game
in
e
With this evidence the sheriff with, P R O P R IE T O R E L L I S JO INS POMO
world. He was the first bottler; has ing order:—E. S. Kennard and Hen
woods with a little snow on
Mr. Williams went to Hoyt’s home
NA.
and
ground.
the largest business and NYOIL ry Briggs, George Pettengill
at Kittery Point, where Mr. W ill
Spaulding
Bisbee,
Dr.
Rowe
and
Oliv
is the best oil he has ever made.
iams asked Hoyt if he shot his hoy
The fifth degree was conferred on
er Pettengill.
Then
came
Mrs.
and Hoyt denied that lie knew any Mr. and Mrs. Ames Ellis of Bald
NYOIL
George W. Pettengill, matron of
Bangor has reported that up to
thing about the shooting.
He was Mt. Camps, at a recent meeting of
HAS NO E Q U A L .
honor.
She wore fleah coored satin
then confronted by young
Amee’s the North Franklin Grange, which Oct. 27 the game inspector there had
with overdress of gold laoe and car
Beware of scented mixtures called
passed 275 deer and 35 bears, while
confession and at that he broke down met at Range ley, October 22.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
ried a bouquet of pink roses. Next
in the same period of 1913 only
and
confessed
that
lie
fired
the
shot
where a light oil is needed. It pre
came Hon. Waldo Pettengill with his
252 deer and nine bears had pass
thinking the boy a deer.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
daughter.
The bride looked charm
tion.
ed.
Plenty of Smiths.
Hoyt was taken in an automobile
ing in her white satin gown, cut
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
The unassailable supremacy of the
to
Kennebunk,
where
lie
will
be
ar
your firearms and your rod. You will
entrain,e. Her veil was caught away
man "Smiths” in London can be estimated
find it by far the best. Hardware and
from her face with sprays of orange raigned to-day charged with
from the telephone directory. The
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Maine Camp Owners and Hotel
slaughter;
under
the
Maine
law,
blossoms.
She carried a beautiful
honorable family of Jones, for example, Proprietors Who Want to
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Reach
which makes killing a man while occupies not quite four pages. The
bouquet of white roses and lilies of
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
People Who Actually Come to Maine
gunning a felony.
Robinsons, who have a place with the
the valley.
W M . F. N YE,
Hoyt is married and has been under greatest, do not require two pages. for their Summer Vacations Cannot
As the wedding party sloiwly
Do Better Than Advertise In Maine
New Bedford, Ma»«.
passed down the eenter aisle, Rev. suspicion for some time.—Portsmouth But the Smiths begin on page 762 and Woods.
end
on
page
770.
Daily
Chronicle.
J. M. Arters, the bridegroom and
FOR SALE—Village

iKle In Phillips.
Morrison.
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TIME ON DEER
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GETS 225-POUND
BUCK AT WINN
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THE

Fly Rod's Note Book
By Fly Rod
Rangeley Tavern, Rangeley, Oct
24.—There never has been such a
big travel during the month of Oct
ober to the Rangeleys as this year.
Every pleasant day automobile part
ies have been taking trips through
the region and many come by narrow
gauge from Farmington.
The much needed rain was wel-

ers coime to Rangeley in winter time
and as this hotel is steam, heated
and as comfortable in winter as in
summer many of the traveling men
will spend Sunday here.
The city people who love a sleigh
ride, or to hunt for rabbits and foxes
after the 15th of Deceffnber,
will
make no mistake in coming to the

THE RANGELEY TAVERN
come to the farmers, as many of the
wells and springs were dry.
The first of the week Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. P. Mason in the'*' big touting
car started for their home in Brook
lyn, N. Y.
They spent the month
here, greatly enjoying the
perfect
autumn days which they spent tour
ing over the country and not many
nights did +hey return without par
tridge.
The m.uiv friends of the
Masons hope U greet them
again
early in the season of 1915.
Coming for their first visit to the
Rangeleys, Mr. and Mrs. Warren A.
Pierce and son Master Philip C.
Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. George C. Al
len and Mats® Helen G. Allen of Ar
lington, Mass., have had a most de
lightful stay of ten days. They came
via Phillips and returned via Oquossoc.
While here they took drives
all about the country and
Ernest
Haley with one of his boats took
them around the lake and we hope
they will new be annual visitors.
Game Warden Ed Lowell during the
winter is to make this hotel
his
headquarters, also.
Prof. Joseph D. Vaughn of the
High school and Mr. and Mrs. F. G.
Mackenzie have taken rooms here
for the winter.
The guests greatly appreciate the
Sunday trains as they get the papers
and tho&e who wish to hunt until
Saturday night are able to return
home on the Sunday 10.30 a. an.,
train.
One has no idea how many travel-

N othing Better
than b read and b u tter —
when the b read is made
from William Tell Flour.
N othing m ore w holesom e,
either, or a b e tte r food for
grow ing children, because
William Tell is m ade from
Ohio R ed W inter W heat,
rich est in n u tritiv e value.
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.
(2h

William Tell
Flour
C.

H. McKenzie Trading Co.,

Phillips, Mains.

Rangeley Tavern.
From Game Warden Lowell I learn
ed that Mrs. Bums has had a big
crew of workmen busy since she
closed the Mooselookmeguntic House.
The grounds have been cleaned up,
the boats painted, papering, paint
ing and repairs made in the hotel
and camps, the wharf repaired and
all will be ready for the coming of
the many guests another spring.
Coming via Oquossoc and taking

W O R L D ’S L A R G E S T

when they take a vacation.
Two
eggs are laid, and require
about
eighteen days to hatch. During this
period the male bird takes turns with
the female in sitting upoai the eggs.
The mother-birds feed the little ones
by the method known as “ regurgitation,” which consists in forcing up
predigested food from their own craw
into the mouths of their young. The
squabs are ready to fly, wihen about
three weeks old.
This is also the
tilme when they are most likely to
be killed.
Three-weekis’ old squabs,
at wholesale, bring from $2 to $3
per dozen.
Each year about five
carloads of fertilizer afe sold to
tanneries, orcliardists and berryplantations, bringing $125 a carload.

PIG E O N

FARM.

You would hardly believe that, in
all the world, there could be so many
pigeons—pigeons black, white and
fawn-colored; big pigeons and small
pigeons; pigeons rising in perfect
clouds in the air, but to descend and
cover the earth as might some sudden
Tliat, though, is just
wharfs in order so the ice will do snow-storm!
no damage when it goes out next one phase of a visit to the largest
pigeon farm in the world, located near
spring.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Cole since Los Angeles, California.
they closed Mingo Sfprings to the
At this pigeon ranch, at last re
public in September, have been living port, there were something like 40,there and putting things in order to 000 cotes, which shelter, as roughly
The birds are fed on wheat and
leave for the winter in care of a estimated, over 60,000 birds.
These
man who will look after the place. cotes are placed on a series of corn, and it requires the services of
about five men to manage the large
wooden tables and are arranged in
Their duties consist
tiers of six, each tier having seven pigeon-ranch.
of feeding the parent-birds, cleaning
pairs of holes.
the small ones.
Little attention ig
The cotes are ttnade of cheapest given to the adult pigeons, as they
wood; each resembling an ordinary iwiill not leave the place.*
soap-box, with two square holes cut
Experiments have been made in
in each side.
In front of each hole
cross-breeding but as yet, without
there is a little porch about two
inches wide, forming the roof to a any special advantage, so that most
similar porch below. Inside the hole of the pigeons are interbred, as it
there is straw, the only furniture in makes no difference in the price of
the squab what its species may be.
the little home.
Occasionally, however, homing pig.
Everywhere, in, on, around and eons are raised for fanciers, and
over this arrangement, are the pig there is a suspicion that these also
eons, making a charming picture. return, sometimes, to swell the mul
Most of them are pure whit , hut titude.
Some few turtle doves are
they vary; many have a bit of black also raised, for their beauty.
around the eye and a spot of black
The greatest enemies of the birds
on the breast; some have gray wing
are
oats and rats, though it is un
with a series of black dots; others,
brown. The feet and bills are pink; certain how many they kill each year
the eyes black and always surrounded for there is no method of keeping a
with a yellow rim.
Over these thou record of the age of the pigeons, and
sands of birds there float the sounds they breed so rapidly that it is im
possible to keep an accurate count
The registered here on Thursday and of perpetual cooing, like the whirring of the number.
of
some
distant
mill.
by automobile went to their borne in
This ranch was started
sixteen
South Paris.
Professor Cole’s first
If you ramble among them you will
season at Mingo was a very suc find them very tame, and if you pro yeans ago with 100 birds and, as
cessful one and those who enjoyed ceed far enough you will come to a stated has now over 60,000. At night,
the hospitality of the place hope he building sharped like a bam,
but the birds all retire into the cotes, as
will return another year.
each end of which consists of thir chickens do into a coop.—Felix J,
teen tiers, of eighteen pairs of holes. Koch in Our Dumb Animals.
One pleasant aftersoon I walked
over to the Rangeley Lake House,
where I had a most pleasant call1on
my friends the Marbles.
These aut
umn days have been busy ones at

Inside there is row upon row of
cotes. I nhese separate boxes the
male and femals birds are placed.
Like the ostrich, squabs
frequently
pair off for life.

GARDNER GETS A
COUPLE OE DEER
Files Several Objections to Present
Game Laws

a motor boat across the Mooselook
meguntic lake one night recently, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Gautier of Rumford
.went to their camp Wildwood. They
were accompanied by their daughter,
Miss Alice and son Philip;
also
Dr. Albert Thibedeau of Madison and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. White of
Oquossoc.
As deer are
reported
plenty on that side of the lake no
doubt they will return home
with
several.
Proprietor EllS/s Is now receiving
letters from New York and Boston
parties who are thinking of coming
here for a sojourn later, when the
“ beautiful snow” is piled high in all
directions.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Haskell of Wor
cester, Mass., after a pleasant stay
of two weeks at Winona Lodge on
Long pond were among those
who
left for home by the Sunday train.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Stevens of
Bangor, who came via Kingfield and
the Dear River route in their tour
ing car on Tuesday said they
were
surprised to find the roads in such
good condition after the rain. They
returned home going by Phillips and
Farmington.
Dwight Daniels of
Worcester,
Mass., is here for a hunting trip and
has Eugene Soule for guide.
It looks very strange to see
the
water in the lake and Haley pond
as low
as it is this
fall.
Those living along the shore find
this just the time to put
their

this hotel, for a crew of
workmen
have accomplished much, both in the
house and around the ground. Sev
eral new' bath rooms have been ad
ded, the carpets have all been taken
up and general improvements and
changes made.
New plank walks
have been put down, the groye on
the lake shore cleaned up and ten or
more fine rustic seats have been
built.
The bathing beach has been
improved and extended.
The water
is now very low' and it is just the
time to work all along the shore and
this .hotel as well as the cottage,
people are improving the time to
build sea walls, repair
wharfs,
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Marblq
and daughter, Miss Rachel intend to
spend the winter in Boston and
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S.
Marble and family will as last year
be at home in Dixfield for the winter
Mrs. Ralph Kendall and children
left this week for a visit in Port
land, before returning to their home
in Boston.
Rangemere Cottage was closed last
week and Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Burrows and little son Morris, are
en route for their southern home in
Florida.
Time goes quickly and the wint
er’s
snow banks will melt away
with the spring days and when next
May, the ice goes out, the returning
guests will find the Rangeleys more
beautiful than ever and to all may
the days bring only health, happin
ess and prosperity.
(Continued on page seven).

HaJbert P. Gardner of Portland
who was Progressive candidate fo
governor in September, has return
ed to Portland after securing
tw<
deer in the Maine woods. Mr. Gard
ner has several objections to maki
against the present Maine game law:
which he says are a great blow t<
the sporting camps in
Northen
Maine.
Placing close time on bul
moose up to Nov. 1, increasing thi
non-resident license fee to $25 fron
$15 is not right in my judgement. .
do not consider that the moose an
being protected by law as most o
the killing of moose is done in th<
snow.
Gentle and tame as they are, the
pigeons are also most inquisitive and
“ The ordinary business man go«
will watch the stranger with the into the woods for recreation,
an<
greatest interest. Frequently, how under the present law it is too lab
ever, one will take fright and fly and cold after Nov. 1 and I sincere
away, quickly followed by all of the ly hope that some change may b<
others, each one giving a scolding made in the game laws in
thes<
cry.
Shortly afterwards, however, (matters of which I have spoken, a*
they will return and settle down a- it is a shame that sporting
camps
mong the boulders in the river, wher should be oripled.”
they look exactly like a flock of
gulls.
The profits from pigeon raising
come very quickly, since the birds
lay all the year ’round, except in the
fall, during the moulting
period,
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i Catering to “ Up State” Folks i

I ne«CHASE HOUSE)
434 Congress St.,

I PORTLAND, MAINE

f

CATARRH
OF THE STOMACH
is the bane of thousands of lives. Many
folks who use “ L. F ." Atwood’s Med
icine for indigestion find it a really
reliable relief for Catarrh of the
Stomach.
Mr. Morton’s experience is a typical
instance, that points out to you a quick
relief from this form of catarrh:

| E rected in 1911, and p o s itiv e ly the only |
F ire p r o o f H otel in the C ity
| E levator S ervice. P riv a te and P u b lic I
| Baths and ev ery convenien ce for the com - |
| fo r t o f guests in clu d in g

I HOT AND COLD RUNNING
1 WATER AND LOCAL AND
1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM
1 SPLEN DID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED
| FE AT U R IN G P O P U L A R PR ICE MENUS

Newport, Me.:
“ The doctors say I have catarrh of
thestomach. “ L. F .” Atwood’s Med
icine seems to be the best remedy I
I can get for it. I keep “ L. F ." At
I wood’s Medicine in the house ail the
I time—would not be without it.
f
(Signed) J. L. Morton.
f
I Get YOUR Big Bottle at the Dealer’s

| A m erican Plan 82.50 p e r l day, upw ard 1
| European Plan 81,00 per day. u p w ard I
= Letter* o f inquiry reeardlmr retee e t c ., promptly eriBwered. =

| H. E. TH U R STO N. R. F. HIMMKLKIN,
P rop rietors.

1
§
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Today, 35 cents.
FREE Sample by Mail.

'j

“ L. F. "MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

M A IN E
SPORTSMAN S H O T B R U I N
W IT H
SHOT G UN, T H E N H A D TO
B A T T L E FOR L I F E W I T H
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F L Y O RD’S NOTE BOOK

Mountain View last July and started
for his camp over the mountain. Ben
camped for the night and no doubt
as he looked at his new rifle was
Blinking of the “ 150 off hand shoot”
when lip won the gun and made up
his mind to gain another prize the
first time he used it.
After breakfast the next morning
Ben started for a long hike over
the mountain, where he knew the
beechnuts were falling.
No doubt
he “ smelt bear” for as he came out
into the clearing so he could look
for a long distance over across to
the ridge, he discovered a black
object moving.
It was among the
beech trees and sure enough it was
a bear intent in gathering the nuts
that had fallen under the trees. Ben
with a quiet step got in full sight
of Mr. Bear some 200 yards distant,
“ and I tell you my new gun is per
fect, I found out when I fired, and
the bear started around the ridge.
He was soon out of sight, but oh, my
how he did hollow.
You have heard
a bear hollow and know they sound
like a person when a long way off.
I knew I could run as fast as the
bear could and started, following the
sound of those fearful1yells, and when
I came in sight it was a mad bear
that stood up on his hind feet and
looked at me, but I raised my rifle
and fired and the old fellow with a
last groan rolled over dead.”
It

ROAD.
(Continued from page six).

The wonderful growth in popular
I doubt if in Maine there is an
News has reached Bangor from ity of the automobile has brought it
other as pretty a railroad station, as
Burlington of a desperate battle be j into use all over the country by men
the handsome little stone one at
tween a wounded and infuriated bear j and women who, previous to becom
Marble’s, where passengers for the
and Arthur M. Neal of Lowell, Mass.,] ing automobile drivers, had never
hotel and to take the steamboat to
In which the sportsman
event- s; driven vehicles of any kind upon the
go up and down the lake, stop.
It
ually succeeded im
killing
the public highways. The result is that j
|is here Miss Josephine Rowe, the
enraged animal, says the
Bangor j there are thousands of men and !
obliging and able telegraph operator
Commercial, but only after lie had women driving motor cars today who
has her office, and for a number of
been severely wounded by the claws are unfamiliar with the rules of the I years lias taken charge, making many
of the beast and had had nearly all road as they apply to the regulation
friends as she takes and sends the
of hie clothes ripped off.
The en of traffic.
! hundreds of messages that come and
counter was a most unusual one and
This lack of knowledge of the or go from the camps and hotels on
shows tliat the element of danger is dinary practices of vehicle drivers, the lakes that call, by telephone

read over to refresh their memory.
The latter claas of motorist knows
these things by instinct, still no harm
can be done by repeating them.
‘Never drive fast on slippery
streets,’ is the first law laid down,
and it is one which should be remem
bered, for wet streets -cause a car
to skid, and the greater the speed
the greater the risk of accident. The
other suggestions of Mr. Crawford
are as follows: “ Never drive with
fully retarded spark.
Never start
motor with open throttle. Never ne
glect the lubrication of your car.
Never attempt to start motor on
advanced spark.
Never drive fast
around turns or over rough
roads.
Never apply brakes suddenly ex
cept in case of emergency. Never
attempt to shift into reverse gear
when going ahead.
Never allow
vour clutch to engage suddenly. Nev
er race your motor.
Never release
your clutch when driving without
first closing the throttle, as this will
allow the motor to race. Keep out
of crowded thoroughfares until you
are thoroughly master of your car.
Never attempt to start the
motor
with any of the transmission gears in
mesh.
H-avie gear shift in neutral.
“ ‘Study carefully the method given
for starting motor, starting car, shift
ing gears, driving and stopping car.
If unusual sounds develop, investi
gate and find the cause.
Do not

WHERE YOU BET THE KEYS TO YOU R ROOM
cot entirely lacking on hunting ex with reference to passing pedestrians
peditions into the Maine weed®.
turning corners, placing vehicles at
Mr. Neal has beesn visiting his curb when in motion and similar
brother at Burlington, and one day things that the auto driver must do
recently he went to Madawaska lake every day, is responsible for a conon a fishing trip.
After putting in I siderable percentage of minor autothe day there, he started back to j mobile accidents.
The most careful
Burlington, walking carefully through I driver may be the cause of an aoc'iithe woods without much thought of dent or may suffer one himself be
gaane, despite the fact that he car cause of this lack of knowdedge.
ries a shot gun against the chance of
Reckless driving is condemned by
running into some partridge.
] all responsible automobile drivers.
He had gone some distance when It is the reckless driver that brings
he was attracted by a noise not far discredit upon the automobile be
away through the forest. Lcoking up cause of the havoc he causes.
But
he saw a large bear, which showed the careful driver who does not fam
no disposition to either attack or
iliarize himself with the universal
run away. Without thinking that his
fuies of road, as well'as the special
Weapon was a light one for such big rules prevailing in the community
game, Mr.’ Neal raised his piece to where he does most of his driving, is
his shoulder and fired. The charge hardly less to blame for his neglect
took effect and the bear sank to the than is the reckless driver for lr’s
ground. Mr. Neal brushed forward, carelessness.—Rocky Mountain News.
believing he had killed the animal.
As he approached, however, the ]
bear suddenly showed signs of life P A R T Y OF BIG G A M E H U N T E R S
and, Scrambling to^his feet with sur- ]
prising agility, he attacked Mr. Neal
A pary of big game hunters from
savagely.
The Massachusetts man
had nothing save an empty gun, and, Boston passed through Portland Ocit-

“ Westem Union please.”
It is not
an uncommon day’s business to have
from one to 200 messages for Miss
Rowe to handle in summer time, and
from this little office up here in
Maine, thousands of dollars of busin
ess is done every season, and from
Rangeley messages were sent
this
summer not only all over the United
States but to far away Africa, Italy,
Norway, France, Germany and Eng
land ,for there is not a country but
what the Rangeley
Lakes is now
known. Everyone predicts that in
1915 there will be a great rush of
travel this way, for those who have
in the pa&t been coming to Maine an
were in Europe this year, will sure
ly not want to go there next.
They are talking bears, among the
Rangeley hunters now, for one day
last week a® Harley Grant was driv
ing the buckboard from Kennebago,
when near the halfway waiting place,
where they always halt for the horse
to take a drink, he heard a noise and
looked up to see a big black bear
only a few rods distant. Harley was

allow them to continue, as an acci
dent may result. Do not tamper with
your carburetor unless you know it
is out of adjustment, and not even
then unless you know exactly what
you are doing.
Keep your tires
well inflated at all times.
Never
allow them to get under 60 pounds
pressure; it is better to keep them
at 75 pounds pressure.
“ ‘The plugs should be taken out
of the oil pan every 600 to 1000
miles, the oil drained and Oil pan
washed out.
Clean oil should then
be added through breather pipe on
nine
C A R IN G FOR Y O U R
AUTO
AND motor—on the four-cylinder
quarts1
, and on the six-cylinder 12
T H I N G S T O BE A V O ID E D .
quarts—when replenishing with new
supply.’
The way to care for a motor car
during the various months of -the
year, both cold and hot, lias been
discussed at length for a good many
seasons, says a pres-s letter from the
factory of the Cole motor car, but
there are many helpful suggestions
which can be made to t
new owner
and which are always in place. Every
owner of a automobile should know
the car he drives from the radiator
to the tail rarnjp, says the letter.
Become thoroutii..’’ familiar w.ih its
every detail and one will experience
less trouble i t ai the owner who
O p p o site State H ouse, B oston , Maas.
“ just allows the car to run as long
Offers room with hot ard
ar, it can.”
The careful motorist
cold water for $1.00 per day
husbands the strength of his car
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
and remembers the dont’s.
“ In reading over the mechanical
N othing to Equal T his in N ew England
treatise on technic and construction
Rooms with private bathe
of the Cole motor car, written by
for $1.50 per day and up;
Charles S. Crawford, chief engineer
suites of two rooms and bath
of the Cole company,” continues the
for $4.00 per day and up.
letter “ I find some very helpful sug
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
gestions which should he learned
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
by the new owner and which it
Send for Booklet
would be well for the older and more STOKER F. GRAFTS G« b. Mo.ag.r.
experienced owners and drivers to

was so far away Ben did not care to
carry a 200 pound bear 12
miles
through the woods, so he took his
handsome hide and strapped it with
his pack onto his back and brought
it to the village.
“ I am going back in the morning
for I saw the tracks of more than
he
( one bear,” remarked Ben as
shook hands and I wished hiffn good
luck and told him I hoped to have a
chance to write a story about his
shooting his tenth bear.
Fly Rod.

THERE ARE

COMFORTABLE CHAIRS FOR THE WIDE VERANDA

in order to defend himself against oher 22 on their way to the Maine not out after bears and only had his
The Quartette consisted of shotgun, thinking he might see a par
the savage rush of the
infuriated woods.
Hugh
Duffy
manager and owner of tridge, and the shots with which he
beast, he cast the piece as de and
drew the stout hunting knife with the Portland baseball team, W. H. peppered the bear only xhade him
Stevens the New England manager, take a quick step for the woods and
which lie happened to be armed.
But
'then followed a scene which puts of the National car. Emery Do.no-! he has not been seen since.
there
is
one
less
bear
in
this
part
van
and
Howard
G.
Reynolds,
sport
the experiences of Joe Knowles in
Mr. of the country that I know about,
the Maine wilderness completely in ing editor of the Boston Post.
fCr his liands'cme black pelt iis now
Reyn
old
s
is
the
host
of
the
party
shade.
The bear struck out desately with his sharp clawis and who are going to his camp in Weld at Guy Pick el’s to be made into a
My friend and guide in the
il sprang this way and that, in where they will be hie guests for a mat.
week.
It was the dope yesterday at ! good old day$, when I could carry
muRuoo
p x o a u o; l a o j j a
ub
for
ging forward with his knife. Both the Union station that Mr. Donovan ' my rifle and follow the trail
miles
through,
the
forest,
called
on
is
a
candidate
for
a
place
as
first
r and man succeeded in
landing
ny savage blows and both were |baseman on Mr. Duffy’s ball team me here at the Tavern and from him
n bleeding profusely, Mr.
Neal and would be given a try out by I learned the story of how he shot
this, hie ninth bear.
Ben had been
m the animal’s claws and the bear Hugh before returning to Portland.
guiding A. H. Berry of Portland, who
» the knife thrusts which* his j
was at York Camps, Loon Lake, for
nan adversary had inflicted. There
W IL L
PASS
W IN T E R
IN F A R  a ten days' hunting trip, biP like
3 scarcely a thread of clothing 1c 51
many others these days found the
Mr. Neal when he eventually sucM IN G T O N .
woods too dry to get a deer, althoug
ded in driving his kn'fe nearly
he shot plenty of partridge. As soon
to the hilt in Bruin’s side. The
went home,
Ben
W e loam that Mr. and Mrs. R. B. as Mr. Berry
it fell over with a groan and the
shouldered
that
new
501
automatic
tie was over.
Neal was
com- Taylor of West Carry Lake camps,
Winchester, which he won at
the
tely exhausted and could
have the latter nee Miss Mae Mason, con
annual
meeting
of
the
Sportsman’s
ted but a short time longer, he template passing the winter in Far
Fish and Game Association at the
mington.

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Welch and
child have returned home to Farmington after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Dill.
Mrs. Do:a Jones, who has been
spending the past few weeks with her
Lake Parlin House andiCamps
sister, Mrs. G. M. Carlton, left Satur
day morning for Bristol, Pa., where
A re delightfully situated on shore o f Lake Benefit Dance Given for the Senior
she will visit relatives.
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
Mr. and Mrs. Cates, who have been
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Class R. H. S.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
spending the past few months with
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
their daughter, Mrs. T. C. Haley, re
fishing the w hole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
turned home Saturday. They were ac
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
(Special Correspondence)
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisifae is unexcelled.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Haiey and
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
Rangeley, Oct. 27—Mrs. 0. R. Rowe children who go for a visit.
tain climbing, autom obiling. etc.
and Mrs. C. C. Murphy left Monday
Percy and Scott Ellis attended the
Jackm an, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, P ro p r ie to r .
morning for a trip to Lewiston, Bangor dance at Madrid Friday night.
Write for booklet.
and Searsport. While at Bangor they
Mrs. Rose Campbell and son were
will attend the Sunday School conven week end guests of Mrs. Leona Spen
tion, having been chosen as delegates cer. Mrs. Campbell attended Pomona
to represent the Rangeley Sunday Grange.
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, school.
The October meeting of the North
Dennis Nile will occupy the Lamb Franklin Pomona, met at Rangeley,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
house on City hill during the coming October 22. About 20 guests from out
winter, James Spinney and family hav of town were present, making the trij s
ing moved from their camp to their by automobiles. A bountiful dinner
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut home on Main street because of Mr. was served consisting of cold meats,
rates to all during October and November. I will also Spinney’ s health.
mashed potato, beans, pickles, cheese,
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis are enjoy doughnuts, pies, cake and coffee, Wm,
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
ing a trip to Portland after a busy sea Tomlinson. Bertie Ellis and Ida Lamb
being in charge. In the afternoon a
G u y C h a d b o u r n e , P ro p ., B in g h a m , M a in e son at their camps.
Edgar M. Berry of Lewiston was , a fine program was enjoyed, followed by
business caller in town the latter part a sociable, music for which was furn
The G arry P on d Gam ps
of the week. He met Mrs. Berry at ished by Mrs. C. B. Harris and Fred
Furnished camps and furnished cook places’ will Stratton where she was the gue3t of
Conant. The program:
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps, friends for a few davs.
RANGELEY, MAINE
Address of Welcome, W. M., Thayer
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
Mrs. Ralph T. Kendall and family Ellis; response, P. M., Bion Wing;
moose and bears. Write for information to
have returned to Portland after spend readings; Madelaine Harnden, Pnyllis
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. ing the summer with Mrs. Kendall’s Robertson, Bertha Russell; vocal duet,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Marble.
Susie Tibbetts, Muriel Hoar; piano du
OTTER POND CAMPS
AT
The iron hand rail recently plaeed et, Muriel Hoar, Irene Kempton; song,
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
along the sidewalk on the Dead River Susie Tibbetts. The weather was un
and hunting. Send for circular.
John (Sarvilie’s Gamps ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
road is a great improvement.
usually fine and a pbasant time was
at Spring L ake
Caratunk, Me.
Miss Genevieve Hamden of Portland enjoyed by all.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The benefit dance given for the sei iSpring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, PIERCE POND CAMPS will be run during hunt Harnden several days last week.
or
class of the Rangeley High schto
ing
season
by
Mrs.
C.
A.
Spalding
and
daughter.
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
The many friends of Rolla Pillsbury, was well attended and a pleasant time
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
Birds.
Low
rates
as
possible.
For
particulars
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
who recently underwent a very serious enjoyed by all. The patronesses were
Address, Mrs. C. A. Spalding,
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Caratunk, Maine
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
operation at the Eye and Ear infirmary Mrs. I. D. Hoar, Mrs. Charles Cush
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
in Portland, are pleased to hear encour man and Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
aging reports of his recovery.
Vernon Stewart and George 0 . Dill
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
George Snowman is placing new sills have returned from a trip to Lewiston
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
and Portland.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large under his barn.
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
George Hoar returned from a busi
Miss Galvin, the trained nurse who
B la k e sle e L a k e C a m p s
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Caoip Farm ness trip to Salem, Mass., Thursday.
has been caring for Elizabeth Oakes
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Send for Booklet
W. H- BEAN, Proprietor,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eurditt and and Leora Tomlinson, has returned
A famous resort for anglers and hun Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.
family of Rum ford were week end home.
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Tib
Word was received in town of the
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Hunting at A1 Wing’s Camps
betts, making the trip by auto.
sudden deatli of Nelson Kimball fol
Maine.
Mr. Kimball
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bates of Phillips lowing an operation.
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated
on north shore o f .Flagstaff lake. No buckboard were guests the latter part of the was a brother of Mrs. W. T.
Hoar,
ing, motor boat to cross lake. Best o f DEER and week of Mr. and Mrs. Livingstone MilW E S T
E N D
Mrs. Amos Ellis, ‘Bert and Freemont
BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
bury.
Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis
Write to A . P. W ING’
H O T E L
Through error we omitted from our and Bert Kimball left for Auburn
Flagstaff, Maine.
news last week mention of the arrival by automobile as soon as the message
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE o f an 11-pound son on Oct 20 at the was received.
Portland,
Maine
home of Mr. and Mrs. Erlon Quimby.
I f yov want to know what is what in the HuntThoroughly first class. The hotel for in x and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. Mrs. Ida Morton is caring for them.
is a $1.00publication but if you act quick only
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports It
Mrs. David Hoar returned home from
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
men. All farm, dairy products, pork information on Hunting, Trapping. Fishing. Taxi Portland Thursday where she has been
dermy. eto.. that could not be obtained.elsewhere
and poultry from our own farm, enabl at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. to receive treatment for her eyes.
C. Wellman, publisher, Dept, M., Huntington.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, S.
The Boy Scouts held a hulled corn
W. Va.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
supper and sociable at the Grange hall
American plan. Send for circular.
last Friday night.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Dr. A. M. Ross has purchased a new
On Rangeley Lake.
The Maine Central voted to pur
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile horse of his brother, DeBerna Ross.
chase the Rangeley Lakes & MeganAND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
Miss Villa Bean is at home because lic Railroad Co., at its annual* rneetiuly 1 to Oct.
Special J une and September rates. Booklet.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
of sickness.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
.ng Wednesday afternoon. This is
N.H ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Mr. and Mrs. John Tucker and son a road about eight miles in length
Raugeley, Maine.
DEAD RIVER REGION
are guests of Mr. Tucker’s parents, running from Kennebago to OquosThe Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mr. and Mrs. A. S Tucker.
soc.
The action of the Maine Cen
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
Almon Wilbur is having a serious tral in purchasing this property fol
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled time with a sore hand. '
lowed the meeting of the Rangeley
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. —Best of hunting—Special rates for
Mrs. Merrill Thomas and son were Lake & Megantic Railroad Co., at
June. September, October and Novem week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
which meeting the later
company
ber—Write for Booklet.
Tibb< tts.
voted to sell to the Maine Central.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Miss Gladys Philbrick is working for Besides the Maine Cehtral and the
Maine.
Grand L ake Stream , W ashin gton Co.. Me. Pleasant Island,
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
Mrs. P. L. Tracy.
Rangeley Lake & Megantic Railroad
vacation and hunting country.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ross of Phillips Co., which held their annual, meet
N orw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake RANGELEY LAKES
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write and Mr. and Mrs. James Brackett of ings, the annual meetings were held
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to for free circularPeak’s Island are guests of Mr. and of the Washington Co. Railroad Oo.,
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
any part o f the laxe territory. The best hunt
Mrs. Fred Ross and other relatives in the Somerset Railroad Co the Sand
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
tbwn.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to VIA RUMFORD FALLS
River & Rangeley Lake Rairoad, the
April 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ross are in Port Bridgton & Saco River Co.,
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
the
hsiiing begins about June 1. Send for circular. land on business.
Bridgton Teegraph Co., the Kineo
CHASE POND CAMPS.
Now is the House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
The Blodgett house on Main street is Co., and
time to plan your 1914 anting. Why Upper Dam, Maine.
the Portland Terminal Co.
being painted.
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
The various boards cf directors of
Camps reached same day from Boston. BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE,
C. E. Heath returned tc his home in
all of the roads holding meetings or
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New Madrid after spending a few days with
ganized with Morris McDonald as
ooating, canoeing. Good log cabins. England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
his aunt, Mrs. G. M. Carlton.
test trout fisfting in Maine.
Xaies reasonable. Write for booklet.
president and Charles H. Blanchard
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
H. O. Huntoon is working for Amos
l3Ux CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
as clerk.
Ellis.
Leslie Abbott received word recently
of the death of his sister ac Washburn,
Aroostook county.
Funeral services for the late Mrs.
Henry Searles were held at the church
Wednesday morning, Rev. H. A.
Childs officiating. Mrs. Searles is sur
The party of three Messrs. A. W.
vived by her husband, several children, McLeary, A. W. Bean, George Bean
an aged mother, Mrs. Matilda Tibbetts, and Carroll Knapp, w’
were men
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, three brothers, Floriar, Marsh and tioned last week as going on a hunt;
Harvey Tibbetts, and one sister, Mrs. ing trip to the Gore, were a success
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham Bertha Wilbur. Interment was in ful bunch of hunters. The three
Evergreen cemetery.
former returned Sunday with a deer
mock or something else you don’t want.
apiece.
Mr. Knapp <\ I not go until
a day or two later and lie is still
iu that region and no doubt will
NO TIC E.
come home well laden with game.
Notice is hereby given that the His brother-in-law, Frank Harris and
We have sold things for others, and we can do the Rangeley
Trust Company of Rangeley,
Maine, has been notified in writing that John Russell hawe been with him for
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
book of deposit number 377, issued by a day or two past.
said bank, has been lost and that the
It was an obliging deer that A1
Address, Classified Department,
owner desires to obtain duplicate Bean got a crack a* for he walked
thereof.
very rea*- the barn wilier-- Bean wal
MAINE WOODS,
Rangeley Trust Company,
stationed and he secured him wit li
I By H. A. Furbish, Treas.
Phillips, Maine
Rangeley, Maine. Oct. 8. 1914.
eu4, yyau ing a step.
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J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

STUDY

OF ROAD CONDITIONS

Department of Agriculture Endeavor
ing to Discover Points of Excel
lence in Road Maintenance.

Detailed studies of local road build
ing systems in 100 counties are now
being carried on by the agricultural
department in co-operatioi^ with' the
state highway departments and local
road authorities.
The purpose of this study is to dis
cover the points of excellence and de
fects in existing local methods of
building and maintaining roads which
will aid the state authorities to put
local road management on a systema
tized basis. The co-operating state
authorities have been asked to desig
nate counties that present typical and

F I S H I N G

MAINE CENTRAL
BUTS RAILROAD

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

BIG RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

SHOOTS DEER
FROM BARN

Macadamized Road in West Virginia*

*■ *l
-*
V
exceptional features as to topography,4
character of road materials, methods
of construction and maintenance, ad
ministrative organization, methods of
road financing, and traffic conditions.
From these lists 100 counties will be
selected, and. in these counties the
division of road economics will make
intensive studies.
This investigation is prompted by
the fact that there » at present very
little knowledge as to the most ef
fective and economical methods by
which a county can develop its roads.
At present the methods of financing
local road improvements vary from
calling on farmers for a certain num
ber of days’ labor in lieu of a road tax*
or the use of county prisoners in road
construction, to bond issues or main
tenance of roads from dramshop
license funds.
«
The department will study all of
these systems with the view to deter
mining what system or combination of
systems works best in actual praotise.
There is, moreover, at present no
standard system of keeping accounts
for road building and maintenance*
and as a result, while some counties
know to a penny the purpose for
which money was spent, others have
no definite check or reporting system.
Among various counties with the same
conditions cost for excavation or other
Labor is anything but uniform, and
many counties, because of the ab
sence of definite knowledge, fail to
use local and cheap materials, gnd
construct roads which are unnecessar
ily expensive for their purpose, or
which .will wear out before the bond
issues are redeemed. The investiga
tion will Include a careful study of
the use of convict labor in road con
struction.
In connection with the scientific
study the department’s highway en
gineers will advise freely with local
officials as to improvements, and thus
give each county visited the advantage
of direct co-operation, engineering su
pervision. and assistance.
These investigations, it is believed,
will yield important economic data
bearing especially on the benefits and
burdens of road improvement and
showing the extent to which financial
outlay under given typical conditions
i» justifiable.
The heads of state highway depart
ments are manifesting great interest
and are co-operating cordially in this
work. These data when obtained will
be published and thus made accessible
to all county and state road officials.
Not Contagious.

Good road building in the country
does not seem to be contagious, more’s
the pity.

